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INTRODUCTION 
Often the term "real estate industry" is casua11y used as H sufficient in 
accurately describing a we11 defined segment contributing to the GNP. In 
actuality, real estate is a very large and complex 1ndustry, involving a variety of 
corporations, partnerstilps, trusts, and individuals with different functions and 
obJectives. A comprehensive profile of the industry would include investors, 
•Jeveiopers, bmlders, contractors, brokers, agents, managers, advisors, mortgage 
lenders, and government regulators. These players may be involved with a vast 
array of projects such as undeveloped land, s1ng1e family and multifamlly 
housing, office buildings, shopping centers, industrial buildings, hotels and 
motels, mobile home parks, resorts or recreational complexes (Klink, 1980). 
This variety illustrates the need for more specificity when making reference to 
the "rea 1 estate industry ... 
The target group for this paper is the residential community developer, 
(hereafter also ref erred to as "developer"). · There exists a wide range of 
1Jevelopment experience within this category of real estate professional, ranging 
from lirnitedifirst-time to extensive/multiproject. Those with specific 
technical prowess as developers commonly exhibit very little, if any, business 
an1j financial planning expertise. In fact, those typically proficient at one 
extrerne are dangerously naive about the other. There appears to be no middle 
ground. ··11 is essentially a no-man's land to which most come unoreoared with a 
great deal of trepidation" (Richards, t 983). 
This relatively unexplored territory is the focus of this paper. In general, 
the goal of this research document is to provide assistance in bridging the 
existing gap between the highly ski11ed developer and the specia1ized 
requirements of business/financial planning and management. To accommodate 
this linlrnge, business planning documents will be discussed and a financial 
model will be developed and emphasized. The financial model will be geared 
toward facilitating efficient, timely, and accurate information and analysis of 
the residential community development process. Specifically, the major 
objectives and uses of this paper include: 
• a road map/checklist for planning and implementing the planned 
community deve 1 opment process; 
c the preliminary and subsequent periodic projections of financial 
returns and profits (i.e., a budget); 
e the ability to assess the impacts of changing conditions (e.g., 
economic, regu1 atory, operat i ona 1); 
• projections of financial position (e.g., cash deficits and surpluses, 
liquidity status); 
• the means to evaluate alternative strategies; 
• the ability to monitor operational performance; and 
• the generation of informational requirements for presentation to 
potential investors (debt and/or equity). 
Real estate investments carry many risks common to other investment 
o.,•ehicles, with one very important difference - - an investment in a bad real 
estate venture will likely translate into an extension of the time period in which 
to experience regret. This prolonged period of regret occurs because real estate 
investments are typically characterized by very low le'Y'els of liquidity (i.e., you 
may end up having to live with your decision much longer than with other more 
easily marketable assets}. Hence, investment decisions should be based on 
extensive research. As is true with any investment, knowing your market is 
essential to the development process. The overall business plan for the 
development should be based on market information and its relationship to 
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phy:;ic5l, financial, and political conditions (Zuclrnrman, 1983 & NAHB, 1987). 
This document does not attempt to explain the methodology for conducting an 
appropriate market analysis necessary for enhancing the success of a residential 
community development, but rather it proceeds under the premise that this 
essential research has already been conducted. This assumption is a major point, 
as it is vitally important to understand thot the occurncy of the information 
contained in, and generated by, the finoncial model is inseparably dependent on 
the assumptions utilized in its construction. While no project is entirely void of 
risl(, chances for success will increase dramatically when there is proper 
preparation for investment. Herein lies the value of the financial model .,. - to 
contribute to the likelihood of success through the use of sound planning and 
vr· . .-.... i to·-;.,,,., 
I IUIU I II !;.I· 
Planned residential communities are becoming more and more prevalent in 
our society today. With this phenomenon has come continuous evolution of and 
attention to the development process. The degree of business acumen and 
technical e>{pertise required to successfully develop land for residential use has 
increased significantly. 
There was a time when the land developer could simply be a shrewd 
entrepreneur Now it is necessary to be an engineer, an architect, a soil 
scientist, an environmentalist, a ta>{ accountant, a land use attorney, and a 
politician. A wide range of technical sl<ills must be acquired and effectively 
applied to be successful in today's marlrnt (NAHB, 1987). The financial model 
contained in this document is intended as a tool for application af the required 
skills and for use in presenting the process in a written business plan document. 
The reader should proceed with the understanding that the remainder of this 
,jccurnent mal(es few assumptions as to the degree of sophistication of the 
model's user other than the requirement that he/she possess at least a 
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famil!anty wlth residential community development projects ond hos, ct 
m1n1mum, a general understanding of financiol statements. 
Additionally, whereas the financial model lends itself to manual posting, the 
most efficient utilization would involve performing its functions with the 
~ssistonce of c computer. The examples in this paper were specifically prepared 
using Mtcrosoft® Excel, but most spreadsheet software packages available today 
wi 11 a 1 so accommodate the task. 
ENDNOTES 
Y.hnt:, Ja~ J., CPA. Real Estate Accounting & Reporting. A Guide for Developers. Investors and 
ler.ders. Ne1a1 York: Ronald Pre!S, 1980, p 1. 
filltfoM! A~iation of HilrM Builders. Financing lend Acquisition and Development. 
WMhiiig1ur1, D.C.: NAHB, 1989, p13. 
mlio11ai As3oci&Uon of Home Builders. lend Pevelooment. Was hi 09ton, D.C.: NAHB, 1987 I p 15. 
~cMrdt.. Jooith W. Fundamentels of Development Fi nence. A Practitioner't1 Guide. Ne'w' York: Praeger 
Publishers, 1983, v. 
Zuckerman, Ho'w'ard A. Real Estate Investment & Acouisltion WorJ:book. Ne1a1 Jersey: Prentice Hall, 
1989,pl. 
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PURPOSE OF THE PLANNING DOCUMENT 
Consider the following sauatlon -- you have just discovered what you 
oei1eve to be the greatest product offering in the history of residential real 
estate development. This has to be, in your "unbiased" opinion, the prettiest 
piece of property in the entire area. The location is ideal. Economic 
circumstances have been excellent for the past few years and are projected to 
remain so. Housing demand is strong and supply is limited. This is precisely the 
opportunay that you have been looking for and now you are ready to break out on 
your own. So, what seems to be the hold-up? Vou need money to turn your dream 
into reality! 
This does not seem to be too large an obstacle to overcome. Wh!-1 not merel!-1 
mention this incredible discovery to the right banker or investor? Surely they 
will share your enthusiasm and their money so that you can get this project 
under way. This sounds reasonable on the surface. however. there is one rather 
i arge fl aw to this theory! 
! nvestors .. whether they be debt or equity, expect · a return on their 
investment commensurate with the ievel of risk theu are incurrinQ. "As Steve 
Eisenberg, commercial loan officer at Crestar Bank said, 'Banks aren't out to 
invest in your business. They are out to make loans and the!-1 want their moneu 
back"' (Farrar, t 989). A verbal overview is not going to satisfy the investor's 
comfort requirement as to the asses·sment of risk, return, and viabilitu of uour 
ideas. They want something in writing, a we11 thought out business plan, a plan 
of action. 
Real estate has always been a great investment, so why would lenders or 
equtty participants be so concerned about the formalities of a written action 
plan? As expressed earlier, residential community offerings can be extremely 
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diverse, ranginQ from minimal amenit!.t first-home developments to elaborate 
golf and countr~ club attractions with paved bicucle and ]OQQinQ paths, 
indoor/outdoor swimminQ facilities, commercial offices and retail 
establishments. Each scenario involves different costs and consumer appeal. To 
simply state that a certain amenity will be offered completely changes the 
cornple}~ion of the community, its marlrnting approach, its risk profile, and its 
e;.~pected level of success. 
Today's residential real estate industry is higt1ly regulated, with many 
restraints and zoni na consi de rations \1\1hi ch are c 1ose1 u corre 1 ated to orotect i no 
the environment. Residential communitu developers must now adhere to strict 
guidelines in establishlna a residential communitu olan and aettina it throuah 
the approval stages of the state and local planning commissions. Many of these 
new requirements involve large capital outlays to meet standards. These 
expenditures, while protectinQ the environment and improving the quality of 
living, also increase the developer's costs and prolong the development process. 
This is a fact of 1 if e todau and one which must be inc 1 uded in the f easi bi 1i tu 
assessment of residential communitu develooment investments. Bankers and 
sophisticated equity investors will expect to have these variables and concerns 
addressed and Ytill want to see their impact in a written analysis. Investors are 
cGutious and do not Hirn surprises. 
Andre\¥ B. Greenman, president of The Greenman Group, Inc. has worlrnd for 
Lvo decades \'v'ith develooers and lenders whose troubled real estate ventures 
hav1; required major reconceptualization to. transform them into viable 
propositions. As Mr. Greenman states ( 1986): 
"Most of the ti me, the source of trouble has been easil 1J identifiable: 
improper and/or incomplete initial planning... Examples include 
improper market analysis (wrong product for the market) ... a lender 
falls in love with a concept and fails to demand worst case proformas ... 
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advertising misses the mark and draws unqualified traffic ... unexpected 
competition creates a glut... sales associates lack specialized skills and 
drop the ball. "Strong, careful planning at the outset can prevent many 
of the ills that plague residential real estate developments today. 
Indeed, the same disciolines used to revive a stalled project can. and 
should, be used at the start to insure its health" 
There was once a time when a few financial calculations. a drive-bu of the 
property, and an appraisal was a11 that was required to secure the financing 
necessan.1 to beain the develooment orocess. But this era has oassed. As Mr. 
Greenman points out: "A financial statement and an aooraisal aren't aood enouoh 
an~1more.. A good appraisal wlll contain valuable historic data on absorption 
rates and land values out seldom takes into account the marketina 
prof ess10na1lsm which can and should be used to exceed historical performance 
in the market." There is no gettinQ around it, in toda!-l'S marketplace !-IOU need a 
detailed, written business plan. 
Is the planning document intended exclusively for the lender/investor, or can 
a be of value to the develooer? "A business olan is often oerceived as simply a 
document that is used to obtain financinQ, to interest prospective emplo!-lees or 
investors, or as the basis for the establishment of annual budciets or ooals. 
Indeed, these are several of the proper end uses of a plan. But a true business 
plan is much more than a document -- it is a process -- a process of planning the 
gro¥.tth of an idea into a financially successful business activHy" (Cooper, 1989). 
In his article Accommodating Different Businesses With One Planning 
Sus tern D. Kent Tippq, vice president for Soabar Products Group, Aver!-! 
International. insists: ..... an officiallq anointed [plan] is needed if for no other 
reason than to provide the [proiect] manaoer with a set of expectations for the 
,Jes1red results. A [business plan] helps provide a road map. It acts as a auideu 
(The Conference Board, 1988). It is very important to understand that a proper 
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plan not only helps to obtain the most attractive financing or investment funds, 
it is the basis of a strong management plan which \1\1il1 help to make the 
proposition successful. "The very process of putting the [business plan] together 
requires management discipline and advance planning. It forces the [developer] 
to act like the businessman he must be in today's complex marketplace. A 
properly constructed [business plan] becomes the blueprint for the entire 
[project]" (The Greenman Group, 1986). 
What is a business plan and how is it organized? A business plan is a 
detailed written statement that tells 'Nhy, how, tJnd when a company will 
achieve specific objectives. It enables key personnel, prospective lenders and 
partners, and other interested parties to understand how the developer will use 
the money and resources at his disposal. It shows that the developer has an 
ord,3rly plan for securing the community's success; that he is not leaving it to 
c~11:mce. A business plan will help you, as developer, to define your management 
philosophies, evaluate your competition, determine your ris~rn, and estimate your 
costs, profitability, and cash flows. 
As indicated above, there are different audiences for every business plan. 
"[Each audience] will require varying degrees of emphasis on individual plan 
components. A true business plan will always contain, however, an analysis of 
certain basic concepts or groups of related concerns that are common to all 
plans: 
• a description and definition of who is involved, what the saleable 
product or service is, and what is the market environment for the 
product or service 
o an ane;lwsis and plan for hovt the product or service will be produced or 
performed and so 1 d 
e a quantification of what is needed to achieve the plan and when it is 
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needed, accompanied by a summary of anticipated results" (Cooper, 
1989). 
Depending upon the comple~~ity of the development, the length and sequence 
of the planning document will vary. "But every plan contains the six essential 
elements. These are: where, why, how, when, who, and what. Where the 
business is to be located may be determined by considering its purpose, the 
competition, the capabillties of management and the opportunities for success. 
Why the business will succeed is determined by identifying market and product 
advantages. How describes the company's resources and it's ability to carry out 
the plan. When the business arrives, is indicated by milestones measured in 
profits, sales calls, number of employees, and so forth, as per the plan. Who 
defines each person's specific responsibilities for accomplishing the goals of the 
bu:3iness. Wh8t 1t costs is indicated by the cash flO\".' projections" (Leza and 
Placencia, 1982). 
Th8re are many alternative format styles employed in organizing an 
effective business plan document. The targeted audience(s) will be the chief 
determinant in the construction emd layout of the \·vritten plan for identification 
and satisfaction of the recipients' requirements. The single plan format being 
evaluated in this paper has been determined by the author to represent a strong 
foundation on which to address the key components necessary in a successful 
business plan document. For the sake of brevity, this singular format will be 
stressed and app 1 i ed from this point forward with the caveat, agoi n, that no one 
optimal business plan format e~~ists to cover all variables in every venture. 
The discussion in the following sections will be limited to summary 
overvievt's of each major segment, with the exception of the financial segment, 
Ya' hi ch wi 11 receive detailed attention. 
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ENDNOTES 
Cuo~icr, Gary, A. The Business Plan 'Workbook. Ne·w· Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1989, p 1 & 2. 
Farrar, JefferiJ W. "Careful Planning, Presentation a Must to Get Loans," The Richmond News Leader. 
December 11, 1989, Section B, p33. 
Greenman. Andrew B., The Greenman Group, Inc. Loan Submission Checklist. A Guide to Real Estate 
Borrowmo and Lending. Hollywood, FL: The Greenman Group, 1986. 
Leza, Richard L. and Placencia, Jose P. Develop Your Business Plan. Sunnyvale, CA: Oasis Press, 
1982, viii. 
The Conference Board. Getting Value From Strategic Planning. Highlights from a Conference. New York: 
The Conference Board, 1988, p44. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE BUSINESS PLAN 
A successful business plan for a residential development community is 
,jh•1ded into sections which correspond to the key components expressing the 
purpose and processes of the project. The document acts as a road map to 
outline the projected execution and expected consequences of the proposed 
action plan. An overview and organization of the major sections follows. The 
sections are presented in order of final document presentation, not necessarily 
in order of preparation. Again, this order ·is not mandatory, yet is the one which 
will be followed throughout this paper as it provides benefit to the developer in 
terms of its usefulness, readability, clarity, and flow. This format was adopted 
from The Business Plan Workbook (Cooper, 1989). 
Executive Summary: This section will be the first presented in the plan 
document but will be the last piece of the puzzle assembled. The summary 
wlll concisely describe the key elements of the proposed development. It is 
often considered the single most important part of the business plan, since 
it must provlde enough pertinent information to be fully descriptive of the 
planned development without becoming a stand-alone document in itself. It 
should grab the reader's attention and encourage him to study the plan in 
detai 1. 
Table of Contents: This portion of the document guides the reader in 
locating the whereabouts of specific portions of the plan. It is be a 
complete, but brief, outline of the plan's components. 
The Orgonizotion: If this venture is a separate and distinct project within 
an existing development flrm, the historical development of the organization 
should be documented along with the past and current status and purpose of 
the cornpany. \'\'hether a new or established organization, this section should 
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present a 'Nell-defined strategy as to where the company is headed and how 
it plans to get there. "Many companies fail to achieve their intended 
objecti'v·es, not because they're poorly formulated, but because they are 
poorly understood ... "; this section should serve as a communication device 
for better understanding of the developer's strategy (Stringer, 1986). 
Products and Services: This section describes precisely what residential 
products (lot descriptions -- e.g., waterfront, interior, multi-family, retail, 
... , and amenity offerings -- e.g., country club memberships, swimming pool 
fees, . ..) and services (sales and Tental realty services, architectural 
designs, construction services, landscaping, .. .) are offered, defines the 
characteristics of these offerings and explains why there will be demand 
for these i terns. 
Market Analysis: This segment should provide an analysis of the impetus 
behind the entire conceptualized project and the market justification for its 
success. The market analysis overviews the environment in which the 
development will operate. The research conducted and presented provides a 
framework that developers can use to analyze their markets and reduce the 
risks that are inherent in real estate development. The comprehensive 
marl( et study should provide statistical support for the marketing plan and 
include such elements as consumer research, competitive audits (critically 
assessing the pov·rnr of the fallowing five competitive forces: 1-Buyers, 
2-Suppliers, 3-Barriers to entry, 4-Substitute products/services, and 
5-Cornpetition/Rivalry among developments) (Stringer, 1986) and 
absorption projections (NAHB, 1987). [See Appendh~ C for a listing of 
useful market data sources]. 
Marketing Strategy/Soles Pl on: This portion details the attack plan for 
executing the method(s) which will be used in marketing the products and 
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serv1ces offered by the developer. It provides a detailed charted course for 
attaining the market share predicted in the preceding market analysis. This 
section should lay out the marl(eting strategy, sales promotional methods, 
and support tactics to be utilized. 
Deve1opment/Operations: This section explains in detail the construction 
activities and development process, identifying resources required for 
efficient f unct i oni ng of the process. 
Management Plan: Here, the management structure of the organization is 
described along with the names and backgrounds of the individuals who \".'ill 
fill the key positions and the operational methods by which they will 
internet to achie·.,·e the success of the project. 
financia1 P1an: This section summarizes in detail the costs of developing 
and operating the project as 1 aid out in the business p 1 an. It is here that an 
organizing and costing of the requirements that are identified in previous 
sections, and the consideration of other pertinent operating factors will be 
quantified in monetary terms. At the least, the first year's projected 
activities will be broken down on a monthly basis, with following activities 
forecast in annual increments. The financial section will provide an 
accounting of the full plan. Support for cash requirements will be calculated 
and presented. Additionally, the financial section, built around the financial 
model, '\Vill offer a means for analysis of the project's financial viability and 
probable future value, \..vhile furnishing a foundation for constant evaluation 
and continual refinement and honing. 
Appendices and Exhibits: Appendices and exhibits deliver an orderly 
presentation of e>~tensively detailed research, statistics, and/or bacl(ground 
information. 
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ENDNOTES 
Cooper, Gary A. The Business Plan Workbook. Ne'w' Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1989, p3. 
Nat1ona1 Assoc1ation of Home Builders. land Development. Washington, D. C.: NAHB, 1987, pp17-24. 
Stri ~er, Robert A. Strategy Traps and How to Avoid Them. Lexington, MA/Toronto: D. C. Heath and 
Company, 1986, p53, p 139. 
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EXISTING FINANCIAL MODELS 
As expressed earher, there exists a wide range of sophisticatlon between 
residential land developers in terms of financial prowess. Generally, it is safe 
to say that financial modeling is present in some form or another in most all 
land development operations. 
Unfortunately, the major reason models do exist for many land developers is 
that they are mandatory requirements of investors. Often the model is viewed by 
the developer as merely an appeasement to lenders, rather than an essential 
management tool. Because of these attitudes, simplified, less than specific 
financiai projections are typically the rule. Once accepted by the investor(s) as 
adequate analyses for tr1e financing approval of a project, the model is rarely 
rev1s1ted by management. Under these circumstances, the model is viewed as 
having served its purpose and likely abandoned by management unless monitoring 
against the projection is part of the lending agreement. 
Typical models consist of profit and loss statements with inventory level 
consideration and a projection of periodic cash flows. Often the time periods are 
apportioned by year only, or at best on a quarterly basis. l1odels that extend into 
management tools, however, will typically segregate time periods by month for 
the first year with remaining periods conso 1 i dated into annua 1 segments. 
In larger organizations where land development is only one component of the 
product mix, the standard proforma model for the entire company usually acts as 
a base on which to "force" the land development projections. Assumptions and 
•::letans for planning land development projects often prove incompatible with, 
for 1 nstance, standard manufacturing operations and, therefore, detract from the 
usefuiness of the "bastardized" information generated by the model. This 
·;ituation ls also prevalent where the development proje~t is modeled on a 
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"canr1ed" proforma model not specific to the land development process, but 
obtained through a consultant or soft ware vendor. 
Models that are utilized for the management of the land development process 
are generally constructed in-house by developers (and/or consultants) and are 
project specific. These models do not easily lend themselves to multiple 
projects without numerous adjustments. In other words, a standard land 
development financial model for use on a variety of project forecasts, which 
provides the detail and flexibility to act as a continual management tool does not 
commercially exist. 
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FINANCIAL MODEL OVERVIEW 
The fmencial model constructed for th ts research paper is designed 
spec1f1cally for utilization 1n the residential development of raw land. The 
model consists of three major stages, each comprised of multiple spreadsheets. 
St.ages I and z ere comprised of a series of templates requiring the developer to 
t?nt.er h1s est1mates rnto the cells on the spreadsheet forms. Stage 3 represents 
r.n~ 1jffect results of the dec1sions presented in stages 1 and 2, in terms of 
expected perform8nce if said actions are implemented under the assumed 
corid1t1ons. Examples ot" the individual spreadsheets within each stage are 
represented near the back of this research document in the exhibit section. The 
stages and their component spreadsheets are 1f sted be 1 ow, with the speci fl c 
ex hi bit references presented parenthet i ca 11 y. 
Stoge 1: Acreage & Product Allocation 
• i\creage Distribution (Exhibit Ill) 
• Product Offering by Ph~e (Exhibit IV) 
Stoae 2: Input of Assumptions 
• Absorption by Period (Exhibit V) 
• uevelopment Costs bt,1 Categort,1 (Exhibit VI I) 
• Product Pricing (Exhibit VII I) 
• Marketing & Administrative Expenses (Exhibit IX) 
• General Template (Exhibit X) 
Shige 3: Calculation of Expected Results 
• DevelopmenfCUsts by Location {Exhibit XI) 
• Revenue Schedule by Period (Exhibit XII) 
• Income Statement (Exhibit XIII) 
• Balance Sheet (Exhibit XIV) 
• Cash flow forecast (Exhibit XV) 
• financing Schedule (Exhibit XVI) 
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Each stage and component spreadsheet will be discussed in the order of 
compilation in so far as is practical. Many of the spreadsheets are interactive 
and are actually calculated simultaneously using o computer, however, each 
lends f tself to manual, sequential posting if well versed in iterative 
calculations. For a review of the direct interactive linkage between spread-
sheets within the model, ref er to the matrix presented in Exhibit I. 
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EXPLANATION OF MODEL COMPONENTS 
The modehng process begins with the land (or tract) map, a pictorial 
representation of the potential residential development site. With a pictorial 
s~~etch of the property, a f amil i ari ty with the topography of the site, and an 
understanding of the supply and demand factors, zoning restrictions, competitive 
offerings and other market conditions, it is possible to begin to conceptualize 
the residential plan. Exhibit II depicts an example of just such a land map with 
an overlay of a conceptual land use plan (from How To Win At The Zoning Table. 
by David Jensen Associates, Inc., 1984, p. 15). 
Armed with general assumptions as to the proper segmentation and the 
potential improvements offered by the site, the developer may begin to quantify 
these early concepts with the aid of the financial model. 
Stage 1 of the financial model involves the determination of the area of land 
available for development within the boundaries of the assembled acreage. 
Exhibit 111, Acreaae Distribution. represents the spreadsheet format constructed 
for thls purpose. Once the number of phases, as depicted on the land map, have 
been determined, it is time to allocate acreage to each phase. 
Steps for completion of the Acreage Distribution spreadsheet (refer to 
Exhibit 111): 
L Post the total acreage contained within the boundaries of the site to the 
"Total Gross Acreage" row under the 'Total Project" column. 
2. Total acreage absorbed by waterways (e.g., lakes, ponds, rivers, streams) 
should be entered on the "Less Waterways" row under the 'Total Project" 
column. The lure of amenities such as waterways offers heightened demand 
and higher prices, but also requires the allocation of acreage which depletes 
the amount of property available for residential offerings. 
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3. Based on the land map allocation, indicate the percentage of the totol 
land area within the entire project that each phase consumes. 
The comput~r viii c11/1:11!11te l/te !11nd «re• per p/J## h#tl 1111 tlw perttnl• 
esfim.:fe: p1Js/et/ in .step 3, 11r g1111 m11g lklermi~ llli.s Ilg mu/lip/gi119 II# /#rtt11lqu 
per phi# vg the i11i11i /alld 11..-11i/11/Jle in I# 111/11/ pr11jtti. 
4. Based on the physical characteristics of the land and the intended use, 
determine the percentage of open space and roads that will be required in 
each µhase. Post these individual estimates on the row ·:g Roads and Open 
Space· in the appropriate phase's column. 
Th CtJmp11l~r viii gt>ner11le l/te •1tt1 Acres Av11i/11/Jle· "' p!M~ 11r lflll m111 tltt # /Jg 
1:11/cu/11/ing Ille m:reage r~uirt:tl f11r rNds 11ntl 11pen SfM" (usi119 J1111r peranlqe 
e.sti1111tes) 11nd lktlucti111 this sum fr11111 the 711l11/ l1111d· per pit## ind i11 l11l11/. 
5. Any amenities (e.g., bike paths, tennis courts, playgrounds, pools, golf 
courses) that are planned for a particular phase should be deducted. Post the 
acreage required for all amenities in each phase to the ·Less Amenttfes· row. 
6. Commercial acreage in each phase should be posted to the ·Less 
Commercial· row, by phase. 
T/Je CtJmpuler Yill dl!tluct the 111M11itg 11nd 1:t1m1Mrt:i11/ 11t:re• fr11m IM ·N~t At:rn 
A1•·11i/11bl11 • figure 111 11rriw 11/ /he ·Re.sidenti11/ t1t:rl!.f91! Av11i/11/Jle, • 11r p11 /1149 1111 # 
m11nu11//9. 
The P.creage Distribution spreadsheet provides the estimated acreage that 
you should have available for residential development gfven your rough estimates 
end assumptions. Now it is time to determ1ne how you wm allocate products to 
this evtsileble acreage. 
Exhibit IV, Product Offering by Phase. initiates the product determination 
process. Using this spreadsheet, the developer will determine product offerings 
and average product sizes. From this 1nformatfon, the developer ts able to 
conceptualize residential plat layout and denstty possibt11tfes w1thin the 
constraints of the residential acreage avalleble, as was determined ustng the 
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Acreage Distribution spreadsheet (Exhibit 111). 
From this p11int furtt'Brl/, using the CfJmputerizetl version of !hi! llllltll!l, the 
spreadsheets are linked togetller 11nd dirt:etlg dependent Dll lllll! 11R1Jtller. Fllr /lllJRIJIJI 
p11Stings it is e.$$1!nfi11i ill ensure that resultant calculatillns anti pDStings Bre 
CfJnsistent f rum Diii! spreadsltf!et Ill a not lier. 
Steps for completion of the Product Offering by Phase worksheet (refer to 
Exhibit IV): 
1. Determine the products to be offered throughout the entire development 
and list these product designations in the box entitled "Average Unit Sizes." 
For all lot products, list the average acreage per lot in the corresponding row 
under the "Acreage" column in this same box (e.g., Single-Family Patio lots 
at .25 acres per unit). The information posted in this box feeds to the 
Absorption by Period worksheet (Exhibit V). 
2. Ust the total number of sections/neighborhoods within the project, 
denoting the products offered in each specific section. 
3. Next, using the constraint guideline imposed from the Acreage 
Distribution spreadsheet (Exhibit 111) and the average acreage per unit posted 
in step 1, configure the product mix so as to optimize the acreage available 
for residential development by section and phase. 
Bg linking ll1e a1•·erage BCreage per unit lo Ille num/Jer of" indiYidlJIJI product units 
pDSied per section, Ille model tt'i/l c11lcul11/e t11/11/ 11t:reage required per seclilln /JIJS.ed on 
guur prlJduct choices (ur gou mag perform this /ask m11nuallg). Be sure to keep tr11Ck 
of" lb& 7ulal Acreage ·per phase lo ensure lhal llte 11t:reage CfJnstrainl develllped /"or Ille 
phese is Rill violetetl.. Adjust !lfJUr product mix /"or optimization of this CfJnsiraint. 
/Nute: /"or lllrge unit sales such n commercial lots, bulk /anti SB/es, and multif"amilg 
e/"ferings, enter the.actual acreage per section./ 
Tlte CDmputer fllfJ:f/el proYides an 11rea for ·product /'lix Summarg· giving the 70/11/ 
U17its • find ·rote! Acres· per product offering for the entire project. This is often 
he! ptul in et"'Bl uaii ng customer targets /JIJS.f!fl lln the product gield Bnd can /Jc c11/c11lated 
automalica/lg /Jg the cumputer or m1Jn1J1J/lg /Jesed on Ille information a/Juve. 
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Stage 2 marks the beginning of specific identification for timing purposes. 
It is here that the detailed assumptions of the development plan are recorded for 
feasibility and performance base evaluations. 
E~~hibit V, Absorption by Period. determines the key timing base for the 
entire project which ultimately effects the results throughout the remainder of 
the model. Timing of costs, expenditures, and revenues as well as requirements 
for financing and cash flow detail are tied directly to the absorption schedule. 
The information posted here regarding sales volume expectations directly 
influences the timing and amount of profits and/or losses experienced each 
period and in total as well as the make up of the balance sheet (or the financial 
position of the deve 1 opment) at any given ti me in the process. 
Steps for completion of the Absorption by Period schedule (Exhibit V): 
1. The computer will automatically post the description of product 
offerings by section and the average acreage per unit from the Product 
Offering by Phase worksheet. If posting the model manually, you must 
transfer this information. 
2. Using the total units of product offered by section from the Product 
Offering by Phase worksheet, allocate the units based on expected absorption 
rates and phase timings. Be sure to allocate all (but no more) of the units 
projected earlier, verifying consistency by comparing the 'Total Projece 
column by section between the two worksheets. Total acreage will remain 
the same. 
The computer model "1!ill c.tlcu/11.te ioial «re1J91! /Jg #t:iion and in total /Jttsed on lite 
Yolume Bntl al"l:r1J91! unit sizes specifit:tl.. F#r IMDIUJI posting, 1118kt: I/ten .same 
extensions and wrif"g lite totals. 
Exhibit VII, Development Costs by Category. represents an accounting for the 
actual expenditure timing of the project's development costs. The spreadsheet is 
bro~~en doY·m by category of development costs. This listing was formulated by 
,...,,., 
.-·· ··" 
U1e author in conjunction with discussions with executives at East-West 
Partners {a Richmond, Virginia based developer of successful residentlal 
communftles), J. Michael Blalock (President, Summerford, Inc., a residentlal 
development in Chesterfield, Virginia), and managers of Delmarva Properties, 
Inc. and Stonehouse, Inc. (the real estate subsidiaries of the Chesapeake 
Corporation). For an e>rnmple of the llne-Hem detan supportlng each of the 
categories lf sled, ref er to ExhlbH VI. 
Steps for completlon of the Development Costs by Category worksheet 
(Exhibit VI I): 
1. The developer should post expected expenditures for each category llsted 
by month and/or year of anticipated expenditure. These expendltures should 
be consistent with the timing and product mix of the proposed development. 
The one exception is the i1Cffuisition CDSts • c11tegorg tr"hich is po.stet/811tom111ic11/lg /Jg 
the CQmputer /"rum the in/"orlll8tion prol'ided in llte General Template (Exlti/Jil X) //"or 
I/Jc land 6Cf/Uisitiun 1t11le priocipl/ allfl /he Fi081tt:intl Schedule (Ex/ii/Ji/ XYI) //"or //Jc 
efll(Junt of" cepitelizetl interest im:urrl!d/. II" not utilizing tlte computer RllJdel, gou 
must cs/cu/ale tltt:se de..-e/upmenl t:DSts aml post lllem 111 l/J:e i1cquisition Costs· line. 
2. If using the model manually, any amenity costs which the developer wlll 
retain control of and manage or sell after completion of the project should 
be posted to the cell entltled ·Less Unallocated Amenities (Est.)" for 
e~{clusion from the cost allocation process. [The computer will post this cell 
directly from the General Template (ExhibH X).J 
T/J:e t:1Jmput.er tr"ill ca/culat.e ·11e1 All111:8/l!d Ol!wlopment CDSis • and, /JIJ!Jl!d on the 
acreage per phase, tr"ill summarize the /JreattltJtr"n (/Jg phase) of" lhe dewlopment costs. 
For 1118D1UJI use of" Ille D11Jdel, 9011 must u/culate these itelllS gourself'.. T/J:e dewlopment 
t:1Jsis lisil!d /Jg phase /Jecume an important /Jr.eatdotr"n /"or determining pro/"i/11/J/ilitg 
and int"l!ntorg /JB/allt:fls and are til!d direcl/g lo Ille Dl:t"C/opment CDSts /Ju l«ation 
(Exlti/Jil XI), Income stal.emeni (Exlti/Jil A111), and llll/11llt:fl Sheet (Exhi/Jit A11'") 
sprellflslteels. 
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E;{hibit VI 11, Product Pricing. provides the revenue amounts per unit of 
product on a section by section basis. Although the products might be the same 
in terms of designation and average size per unit, their location end timing of 
absorption (appreciation rates) vtill lead to differing expectations in terms of 
prices commanded. Therefore, each product designation will be evaluated 
separately for pricing considerations, depending on the section in the project. 
Steps for comp 1 et ion of the Product Pricing temp 1 ate (Exhibit V 111 ): 
t. The computer will automatically post the description of product 
offerings by section from the Product Offering by Phose worl{sheet (Exhibit 
IV). lf posting the model manually, you must transfer this information. 
2. Under the column entitled "Price per Unit," enter the average price that 
the specified product will command in the particular section in question. 
Th;s template inter«ts ~itli the Absorption /Jg Period scltedule (Exltibit t:.l entl tlte 
l'fBrl:etinq £ Admini.sfrBlil"e Expenses 'tl'Dr~.sltect (Exhi/Jil IX) lo directlg f"ecd the 
Rt:t-"Cnue 5cliedule /Ju Period (Exlii/Jil XII) and ultitn1Jlelg the Income 5tetement 
(Exlti/Jit XIII). 
Exhlbit IX, Marketlng & Administrative Expenses. establlshes estimates of 
the overhead expenditures associated with the development. The "Marketing 
Expenses" section is made up of commissions and promotional expenses. The 
"A1jministrative Expenses" section is comprised of development management 
(expenditures associated \·Vith the project manager), executwe management 
(e~:penses dtrectly attributable to the top manager(s) of the project), and general 
.:idmin1strative (all other general office and administrative and clerical 
e~:penses) categories. 
Steps for complet1on of the rlarketlng & Administrative E~menses \·vorksheet 
( E:x:hi blt IX): 
t. The computer will automatically post the commission expenditures from 
the interaction of the Revenue Schedule by Period spreadsheet {Exhibit XII) 
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and the commission rate schedule from the General Template (Exhibit }-(). If 
posting the rnodel manually, you must calculate this information. 
2. Promotional expenditures must be estimated based on product offering 
and advertising channel (Le., radio, television, brochures, etc .. .}. Post 
estimated e>{penses directly to the period in which the expenditure 
i ncurrence is forecast. 
The amputer lllfJl/e/ trill sum the ammission .anti promotional expellSl!s .anti po.st t/Je.se 
in com/JinBiion directlg to tile Income SIBlemenl (Exlti/Jil XII/) under Ille I.a/JI:/ 
7"/arteting Expenses. - If" not using t/t.e computer motlel, perf"orm I/tis calculation .and 
f r11nsfer manU1J/lg. 
3. Each category of administrative expenditure must be estimated by period 
based on the associated costs for the period in question. 
T~tc t:ol;;puter model tr•i// sulii tile det--e/opment RllJllligement, executit--e R11Jnagemenl, and 
.gener.al IJl/ministr.afitt'e expenses and po.st these in combin.ation direcilg to the Income 
S!e!eme.PJt (Exhibit .fl//) under tile /e/Jt:/ 9Administraiil"e Expenses. - If not us;ng tile 
c1Jmputer modll/, perf"orm this calculation Bnd transf"er DllJRIJ.6/lg. 
The Hhedu/e of commission rates is posted /Jg the amputer lllfJl/e/ /Jene.atlt lite 
spreBds/ieel ror reference purpo.ses 1Jn/g. If utilizing tile manual mtld.el, it is not 
111:1.'t!SSDrg to gen.er.ate this schedule. 
Exhibit X, General Template. represents the final input spreadsheet for the 
developer and acts as a "catch-all" template for miscellaneous ltems that 
require human intervention. By locating the items found on the General Template 
onto one spreadsheet, adjustments to general assumptions are efficiently 
f acil Hated. 
Steps for completion of the General Template spreadsheet (Exhibit X): 
1. Determine the amount of the land acquisftion note and post this figure to 
the llne item "Land Acquisition Note (beginning balance)." 
Tiie computer /11Qdel posts this amount to tile ·land '1cguisition lllJte • section, 
-ocgiooinfl Bo/oocc-of Ilic Finoncioq Scl11:dule (Exlli/Jit .%'t"/), es part or the ·/"/unto 1-
tigure tor 'Ac11uisition Costs - in the Oett'elonment Co.sis /Jg Cafeqorq spreadsheet 
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(Exhi/Jit "11),,, IJDd in determining t/Je Ylllue of inwntorg in ·HIJntll 1 • of t/Je 
7nwstment in Real Estate· on lite lla/11nce Sliel:t (Exhibit A"/t"}. If nut using tile 
C11mputer fllQde/1 gqu must !1Jke l/Jis f"igure into e11nsider1Jlion tr"IN:n pnling lite 11/JIJw 
mcnliuncd cells or Ille a/J.o .. "11 mentioned spreads/ieels. 
2. In arranging for a development loan Y.lith a commercial bank or savings 
and loan, the lender Y.li11 typically require a committed fee be paid on the 
unused portion of the line to compensate him for guaranteeing the line will 
be available to you. The commitment fee on the line of credit is generally 
stated in annual percentage rate terms (e.g., 200 basis points, or 2% of the 
unused balance). Based on the expected negotiated rate, post the percentage 
amount to the line labeled "Commitment Fee on Une of Credit." 
The CtJmputer motlel uses lllis p:ercentlJF lo determine lite ·rota! Fee· c11lc11/1Jlion in 
t/Je -Commitment Fee -section or Ille Fillllncing Scltedule (Exlli/Jit XYI). If" nut using tile 
computer model, ge11 must use tllis percentage tr"llen calc11lating lite ·rot1Jl Fee· as 
referenced 11/tow:. 
3. Any development costs attributable to amenity construction and 
financing which will not be apportioned to cost of sales when allocating 
development expenditures (due to the developer's plans to sell and/or 
maintain control over the particular amenity) should be posted to the line 
item "Estimated Unallocated Amenity Costs:· 
This item should /Je pnted to ""less Un11//11t:11ted Amenities (Est_)- on lite Oew:lopment 
t:csts /Jg t:aieQl!rQ tr"tJrkslleet (Exllibil YI/)_ The CtJmputer llllldt:l makes this transfer 
auiomatica/ /g_ 
4. The expected income tax rate associated with the level of profits/losses 
to be generated by the project should be posted to the cell labeled "Income 
Tax Rate." 
Tllis item should /Je osed in c11/cu/11iing Ille line-item '"lllCIJme Taxes· on lite lllCIJme 
Sfgiement spreadsheet (Ex/ii/Ji/ XIII). Tile CtJmputer mrnkl makes lllis calculation 
11ut11malic111/g_ 
5. The df ff erent notes used to finance the development project will carry 
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d1ff erent covenants and rates of interest. The model accounts for three 
kinds of debt instruments: 
• Land acquisition note - exclusively for the financing of the land 
purchase; 
• Committed credit line - the floating principal loan used 
primarily for the financing of development costs; and 
• Unplanned special loan - which represents the amount of funds 
required above and beyond the amount expected and set up in the 
credit line. This loan is for emergency use only and indicates poor 
planning and/or performance on the part of the developer in 
fore casting financing requirements. Therefore, this loan carries a 
substantially higher rate of interest to the developer. 
The rate of interest that the developer would expect to pay on each of these 
debt instruments should be posted to the appropriate corresponding box in 
the "Interest Rates" section of the template. 
These items should /Je used in c11/cu/11ti09 the interest expenses 1JSSQC1iJtetl vitlt ellf:lt 
lc:JC tgpc .on the FinBncin:q Sclterlule (Exhibit .rn}. Tile computer model performs llle.sc 
coiL·uiaiions 11ul1111i6lic11il g. 
6. Assuming tr1e development organfzatf on is formed as a corporation, the 
common stock issued to the owners should be detailed in terms of par value 
per share, number of shares issued, and the price per share at which they 
vYere issued. This information should be posted in the cells corresponding 
with the descriptions in the "Common Stock" section of the template. 
T/Jese items sltuuld be used in c11/i:u/11ti09 the -Common stoct· and ""Additional Paid-in 
Clipita/· in the -stoctholders· Equitg· section or the 8al11nce S/ieet (Exhi/Jil XIY}, tlte 
c/18nge in current 1JSSCls in ·/"lonth 1 ·or the C11sh Flov For11c1Jst sprelJflsheet (Exhi/Jit 
.rn, end t/Je ·oeginning· Figure for the line-item -Cash Balance· in this template. Tlte 
cvu1puter model perf"orms lhes.e co/cu/11/ions 11utumatice//g. 
7. The e>~pected peak borrowings required against the development loan 
should be forecast, a sma 11 conservative cushl on added and the anticipated 
credit line established with the lender. These amounts (negotiated on an 
annual basis) can be adjusted easily once the model has been run and the 
result~; of U1e assumptions and decisions have been evaluated. Always set a 
comfortable level of cushion in the credit line fore cast to allow for the 
une;,~pected, in order to avoid the forced "Special Loan." These estimates 
should be entered in the cell corresponding to the appropriate year on the 
row entitled "Committed Line Amount." 
Tltt:.st! it.ems shDuld post to tltt: -Committed line - rotr" in the -Commitment Fee· section 
of the Finon::inq Scht:dul.e (Exhi/Jit XY/)_ The computer mud.el performs this po.sling 
automatical lg_ 
8. For modeling purposes, the developer should have an idea as to how much 
cash he/she ·vvi11 target to keep on hand. This amount should be entered into 
the "Target" column on the "Cash Balances" row. 
Tiie target emount should post direct lg to the -Ceslt • rotr" of Ille Balance Sheet (Exlti/Jit 
.%."lt:J for ct-·crg period except the final period. The computer posts tllis eutometicellg. 
Tile llJQ(fe/ c11/cu/11tes beginning cash /Jalance from the inform1Jtion provided in this 
te.'1!p/11te (-C1Jmm1Jn Stock· purcl111sed) net of the ·preBCf/Uisition Costs• in •t1ont/J 1 • 
or 11,11 011trt:lopm.ent Costs bq Cateqorq spreadsheet (Exhibit YI/)_ The computer 
.nerfqrms tltis calt:ulatitJn 11utomatic11/lgi" but if gou 11re not using lite computer lllfJdel 
gou must perf'orm this co/cu/1Jiion monua/lg_ 
The ending cash balance should ahvays be assumed at zero for liquidation of 
the corporation at project end. This figure should be entered in the "Ending" 
column of the "Cash Balances" row. 
Tltis figure posts directlg to the fiD1Jl period's -Cnh· 1111/anc.e on the Balance Sheet 
(Exlti/Jii Xlt:J. lite computer performs I/tis po.sting automatical/g_ 
9. Spending for fixed assets (property and equipment) should be estimated 
and posted by period of expected expenditure. Any sales of fixed assets wlll 
act as negative capital spending for purposes of asset and cash flow 
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calculation. The template allows for postings of asset purchases ("Capital 
Spending" column) and asset sales ("Sales of Assets" column) corresponding 
to the period of activity. The model assumes llquidation of the corporation 
at project end. Therefore, all assets \¥ith remaining book values abo'v'e zero 
at the end of the project are assumed to be sold for the stated book value 
(i.e., no gain or 1 oss). 
The template allotr"!J for posting of asset purchases end sales end the resultant 
c.clcu/.ation of ·N.ct Copitol Spentling ·per period. In Ille fino/ period, the t:0m/Jined net 
/Jb11i •-olue 11r all Fixed as.sets s/iuuld be posted 111 tile t:0lumn '"Sllle Di Assets· in ·rear 
n. - This trill result in the balance posting to ·propertg £ Equipment· in ·rear n· to 
/Jc exoctlg offset /Jg the c11lcul11tion of ikcumuleted Depreci11tion ·in •t'ear n ·on tile 
il!JlallCI! Sheet (Exlli/Jii A1Y). Also, ·11e1 Capital Spending· per period s/iuuld post 
tlirectlg to the ·-capital Spending· line for said period in the Cash Flotr· Forecast 
tr"11rJ:sllnt (Exhibit XY) and is used in ca/cula/ing 11111 figure Fur ·+oeprecialiun ·in tlll1 
Cash Flotr Forecast wrJ:sheet (Exlli/Jit XY) and the ·prupertg £ Equipment· end 
i1ccumul.al.etl Depreciation· postings on Ille Balance Slteei (Exlti/Jit A1t~I- The t:0mputer 
mut/el periurms these c11lcol11tiuns, iterations, aOll postings 11utu1R1Jtic11/lg_ 
10. Tr1e rate of commission expected for the projected sales level must be 
determined. The model provides the template for posting estimated 
commission rates by product designation under the column "% Rate of 
Commission" as corresponding to each product classification. 
The template posts tlte commission rate schedule to Ille 11Br~etinq £ AdminisfrBtiw 
£xpe11scs ,,.-;;,-£s/Jc.ct {Exlti/Jit IA") /"or rcf"erencc purp1J$es end lmcomcs tile interacti•"C 
iJii# ior cBiculeliun ui -Commissions - in lite •t1arJ:eting Expenses - section oi tlte 
!"!erketinq S. Administrative Expenses wrJ:sheet (Exlti/Jit lf)_ The computer mqt/e/ 
pertorms this posting end calculation autu1R1Jtical/g_ 
11. Typically the smaller developer of land for residential communities 
operates on a cash sales basis. But occasionally he will finance the sale of 
lots or land parcels for a short period of time. In this case, he is credited 
with the sale of the property upon closing, but the entire selling price has 
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not been collected and a receivable is generated. This represents an 
obligation on the part of the buyer to repay this loan to the developer. From 
the developer's standpoint, the receivable represents a certain degree of risk 
that the selling price may not be recovered at all and, therefore, a premium 
price should be required. Often the lender will restrict the developer from 
financing sales {or creating accounts receivable). To the extent that credit 
sales are anticipated, this percentage of total sales should be entered into 
the model in the cell titled "Accounts Receivable as % of Sales" in the 
General Template. 
The Ct1mputer mt1tlel trill calculate lite percentage of" total sales I/tat viii be l1llJfle on 
credit /J1Jset/ on the pert:entoge enteretl in the template. This amount is IJSSllmetl /Jg the 
model t11 In: 11 60-ug recei..-a/Jle, 11Fler vllit:h lime the lllllem:e due vill be ret:1J..-eretl 
(i.e., 1111 /JtJd tle/Jls). Tile percentage entered in Ille General Temp/ale (Exlli/Jit X) viii 
interact •·iii! Ille periodic amoonls of" 7olal Re .. '"l:nues· on Ille Re .. '"l:nue Scliedule 
(Exlli/Jit XII} for posting 111 the ·111:t:Dunts /leceivable· line 11n the lllJ/ance Sheet 
(Exllibit .f/Y) For tile appropriate period.. 
Stage 3 represents the output, or calculated results of the assumptions and 
development decisions entered into the spreadsheets in stages 1 and 2. 
Exhibit XI, Development Costs by Location. details the timing of the cost of 
sales associated with the Absorption by Period schedule (Exhibit V) and the 
Development Costs btJ Location worksheet (Exhibit VII). The "Total Dev Costs" 
per period on the spreadsheet represent the "Cost of Sales" postings to the 
Income Statement (Exhibit XI 11). 
Steps in the manual completion of the Development Costs by Location 
spreadsheet (Exhibit XI): 
1. Calculate the percentage of the "Total Acreage Sold" per sectlon, per 
period to the total net land acreage available per phase of the project (Le., 
the "Total Acreage" row, under the appropriate phase column on the Product 
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Offering by Phase spreadsheet [E~<hibit IV]), and multiply this figure by the 
total development costs associated with that particular phase (i.e., from the 
"Summary of Allocated Development Costs" box, the amount corresponding to 
the appropriate phase, under the "Dev. Costs" column in the Development 
Costs by Category spreadsheet [E>~hibit VII]). 
2. Post the results to the "Cost of Sales" rmi..1 that corresponds to the 
appropriate period on the Income Statement spreadsheet (Exhibit X 111 ). 
E>d1ibit ~<I I, Uie Revenue Schedule by Period. involves a very simple 
calculation. This spreadsheet combines the timing of the sales from the 
Absorption by Period spreadsheet (E>~hibit V) with the selected prices of the 
pro1jucts sold as provided by the Product Pricing schedule (Exhibit VII I). This 
ca~cuJaUon is posted directly to U1e "Revenues" row per period on the Income 
Statement spreadsheet (Exhibit XI 11). 
Steps in the manual cornpletion of the Revenue Schedule by Period spread-
,....i.-.0et tr:"h1"b1·t 11 11)· 
.:'I l'w.· · \i.-l\ I\ • 
1. Match all product offerings per section per period on the Absorption by 
Period spreadsheet (E~<hibit V) with the associated unit prices on the Product 
Pricing schedule (Exhibit VI 11). Multiply the unit price with the number of 
units and post the corresponding dollar amount to the corresponding cell in 
the Revenue Schedule worksheet. 
2. Post the "Total Revenues" figure per period to the corresponding period 
cohmm on the "Revenues" row of the Income Statement spreadsheet (Exhibit 
~ 
~{ 111 ). 
E~~t1ibit ~<I II, the Income Statement. is an accounting of the periodic profits 
and/or losses associated '·Nith the development project, given the assumptions 
rn;:ide and actions anticipated. The model uses the area method of cost 
recognition in assigning the allocation of development costs for earnings 
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d&t&rm~nat1on (FAS6, 1982). 
Steps in the manual completion of the Income Statement spreadsheet 
(E~~hibit XI 11): 
1. The ·Revenues· row posts directly from the "Total Revenues· row on the 
Revenue Schedule by Period spreadsheet (Exhibit XI I). 
2. The ·cost of ·Sales· row posts directly from the "Total Dev Costs· row on 
the Development Costs by Location spreadsheet (Exhibit XI). 
3. The row "Gross Margin· is calculated by subtracting the ·cost of Sales· 
row from the ·Revenues" row. 
4. The ·Mar~rnting Expenses· row posts directly from the "Total Marketing 
Exp." row on the Marketing & Administrative Expenses worl(sheet (Exhibit IX). 
5. Tt1e "Administrative Expenses· row posts directly from the "Total Admin. 
E;~p." row on the Marl(etlng & Administrative Expenses worksheet (Exhibit IX). 
6. The row ·Total Expenses· is calculated by adding the rows ·Marketing 
Expenses· and "Administrative Expenses: 
7. The "Other lncome/(Deductionst row posts directly from the "Total Fee· 
row of the "Commitment Fee· section on the Financing Schedule worksheet 
(Exhibit XVI). 
8. The row "Earnings Before Interest and Taxes· is calculated by deducting 
the "Total Expenses· row from the ·Gross Margin· row, and then netting the 
row ·other lncome/(Deductionst against the sum. 
9. The row ·interest Expense· is posted directly from the row "Net Interest 
Expense" on the Financing Schedule worksheet (Exhibit ~VI). 
1 o. The row ·profit Before Taxes· is calculated by deducting the ·interest 
Expense· row from the ·Earnings Before Interest and Taxes· row. 
11. The row ·income Taxes· is calculated by multiplying the posting in the 
cell "Income Tax Rate" on the General Template worksheet (Exhibit X) with 
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the "Profit Before Times" row. 
12. The row "Net lncome/(Loss)" is calculated by deducting the "Income 
Ta>~es" row from the "Profit Before Taxes" row. 
13. The results on the row "Net lncome/(Loss)" are posted directly to the 
row "+Net Income" on the Cash Flow Forecast spreadsheet (Exhibit XV), and 
represent a component of the calculation in determining the ending balance 
each period for the "Retained Earnings" row of the Balance Sheet spreadsheet 
(E~~hibit XIV). 
Exhibit XIV, the Balance Sheet. presents the organization's financial position 
at the end of each given period, based on the decisions made and assumptions 
utilized in the model. 
Steps in the manual completion of the Balance Sheet spreadsheet (Exhibit 
\.1 JU)· I\ I' • 
1. The "Cash" row is posted directly from the information provided in the 
ro~N "Cash Balances" on the General Template worlrnheet (Exhibit)<). 
2. The row "Accounts Receivable" is derived from the multiplication of the 
cell entitled "Accounts Receivable as % of Sales" on the General Template 
'Norksheet (Exhibit X) with the dollar figures posted on the "Total Revenues" 
rD'N on the Revenue Schedule by Period spreadsheet (Exhibit XI I). 
3. The row "Investment in Real Estate" represents the inventory value of 
the product offerings for the development project at a given point in time. 
The posting is calculated by considering the beginning balance in the account, 
plus the corresponding ro.w for "Total Development Costs" from the 
spreadsheet Development Costs by Category (Exhibit VI I), less the 
corresponding "Cost of Sales" row from the Income Statement spreadsheet 
(E~<hi bit )( 111 ). 
4. The row "Total Current Assets" is calculated by adding the rows "Cash," 
"Accounts Receii,,•able," and "Investment in Real Estate." 
5. The row "Property & Equipment" ts calculated based on the beginning 
balance plus the "Net Capital Spending" from the General Temolate worksheet 
(E~hibit X). 
6. The row "Accumulated Depreciation" is calculated based on the beginning 
balance plus the direct posting of the row "+Depreciation" from the Cash 
Flow Forecast spreadsheet (Exhibit XV). 
7. The row "Net P & E" is calculated by deducting the row "Accumulated 
Depreciation" from the row "Property & Equipment." 
8. The row "Total Assets" is calculated by adding the row "Total Current 
Assets" to the row "Net P & E." 
9. The row "Notes Payable" posts directly from the spreadsheet Financing 
Schedule (Exhibit XVI), the sum of the rows "Ending Floating Line Balance" 
and "Ending Balance" from the "Special Loon" section, plus the current portion 
of the principal due from the "Land Acquisition Note." 
10. The row "Current UobiJities" is equivalent to the row "Notes Payable" for 
as accrued expenses ore considered immaterial for model purposes and ore, 
therefore, excluded. 
11. The row "Long-term Debt" is calculated from the row "Ending Balance" 
for the "Land Acquisition Note" from the Financing Schedule spreadsheet 
(Exhibit XVI), less the current portion as calculated by deducting the "Less 
Principal Payments" for the upcoming 12-months. 
12. The row "Total Liobilittes" is calculated by adding the rows "Total 
Current Liabilities" and "Long-term Debt." 
13. The row "Common Stock" ts calculated by multiplying the "Par Value· and 
"Shores Issued" cells from the General Template worksheet (Exhibit X). The 
model assumes that the initial act of incorporation marks the only issue of 
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common stock by the development organization. 
14. The row "Additional Paid-in Capital" is calculated by going to the General 
Template worksheet (E~<hibit X) and subtracting the "Par Value" cell from the 
"Issue Price" cell, then multiplying the sum by the "Shares Issued" cell. The 
model assumes that the initial act of incorporation mar~rn the only issue of 
common stock by the development organization. 
15. T~1e row "Retained Earnings" is calculated by taking the beginning balance 
and adding the row "Net lncome/(Loss)" from the Income Statement 
spreadsheet (Exhibit ><111), and deducting the "Cash Dividend Distribution" row 
from the Financing Schedule spreadsheet (Exhibit XVI). 
16. The row ''Tota 1 Equity" is ca 1 cul ated by adding the rows "Common Stock," 
"Additional Paid-in Capital," and "Retained Earnings." 
17. The row "Total Liabilities & Equity" is calculated by adding the rows 
"Total Liabilities" and "Total Equity:· 
Eghibit XV, Cash Flow Forecast. provides an estimation of the stream of cash 
flow activity that will be generated from operations under the conditions and 
assumptions provided within the business plan. 
Steps in the manual completion of the Cash Flow Forecast spreadsheet 
(Exhl bit ){V): 
1. The row "+Net Income" posts directly from the row "Net lncome/(Loss)" 
on the Income Statement spreadsheet (E>~hibH XI 11). 
2. The row "+Depreciation" is calculated based on the column "Net Capital 
Spending" in the General Template worksheet (E>~hibit X). Each capital 
expenditure is considered by the model to have a 5-year lite for accounting 
purposes. The model uses a straight-line depreciation method with the first 
year of the expenditure receiving only half of a year's depreciation. The 
model should consider each year's depreciation as a combination of current 
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e>~penditure depreciation and depreciation on prior period expenditures with 
positive net book balances. Depreciation is added back in the calculation of 
cash flow as it acted to reduce profitabilHy for the period but did not 
represent an actual cash outlay. 
3. The row "(lnc)/Dec Current Assets" is calculated by deducting the ending 
balance from the beginning balance in the row 'Total Current Assets" on the 
Balance Sheet spreadsheet (E>~hibit XIV). 
4. The row "-LTD Repayments" posts directly from the row 0 Less Principal 
Payments" on the Financing Schedule spreadsheet (Exhibit XV). 
5. The ro\".1 "-Capital Spending" posts directly from the column labeled "Net 
Capital Spending" on the General Template wor~rnheet (Exhibit X). 
6. The row "Est. Operating Cash Flow" is calculated by adding the rows 
"+Net Income," "+Depreciation," and "(lnc)/Dec Current Assets," and deducting 
the rows "-LTD Repayments" and "-Capital Spending." 
7. The row "Cumulative Cash Flow 0 is calculated by adding the prior period's 
"Cumulative Cash Flow" amount and the "Est. Operating Cash Flow" for the 
current period. 
Exhibit XVI, the Financing Schedule. presents the periodic expectations of 
debt level and mixture, interest expense, commitment fees, and dividend 
distributlon throughout the life of the project. 
Steps in the manual completion of the Financing Schedule spreadsheet 
(E~~hi bit ~{VI): 
1. The row "Beginning Balance" in the "Land Acquisition Note" section posts 
directly from the "Ending Balance" row from the prior period. The exception 
to this rule is in "Month 1" v1here the "Beginning Balance" posts directly from 
the cell labeled "Land Acquisition Note (beginning balance)" on the General 
Template worksheet (Exhibit X). 
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2. The rov1 "Less Principal Payments" in the "Land Acquisition Note" section 
is calculated based on the "Total Acreage Sold" row from the Absorption by 
Perf od schedule (Exhibit V) as a percentage of the total acreage available for 
sale (i.e., the ''Total Acreage" row under the ''Total Project" column on the 
Product Offering by Phase spreadsheet [Exhibit IV]), multiplied by the cell 
labeled "Land Acquisition Note (beginning balance)" on the General Template 
worf(sheet (Exhibit X). 
3. The row "Ending Balance" in the "Land Acqu1sit1on Note" section is 
calculated by deducting the row "Less Principal Repayments" from the row 
"Beginning Balance." 
4. The rO\v "Floating Line" in the "Development Loan" section posts directly 
from t1·1e row "Committed Line Amount" on the General Template worksheet 
(Ei~Mbit i{}. 
5. The row "Beginning Balance" in the "Development Loan" section posts 
directly from the "Ending Balance" row from the prior period. The exception 
to this rule is in "Month 1" where the "Beginning Balance" is always equal to 
zero. 
6. The row "Amount to Borrow" in the "Development Loan" section is 
calculated as the amount of the cash flow deficit for the period (indicated by 
a negative posting on the row "Est. Operating Cash Flow" from the Cash Flow 
Forecast spreadsheet [Exhibit XV]) that can be absorbed by the available line 
of credit (frorn the prior period's "Unused Principal" row in the "Commitment 
Fee" section). This posting -is restricted to no more than the amount of the 
total gross credit line (the "Floating Line" figure) less the beginning 
principal borrov1ed against the credit line. 
7. The row "Payment Against Line" in the "Development Loan" section 
represents the reduction of principal borrowed on the credit line facility in 
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so far as is possible through the generation of an operating cash surplus for 
the period (indicated by a positive posting on the row "Est. Operating Cash 
Flow· from the Cash Flow Forecast spreadsheet [Exhibit XV]). This posting is 
restricted to no more than the amount of the beginning principal borrowed 
against the credit line. 
8. The row "Total Funds Needed" represents the total (if negative) 
"Cumulative Cash Flow" from the Cash Flow Forecast spreadsheet (Exhibit 
XV). 
9. The row "Ending Floating Line Balance" in the "Development Loan" section 
is ca 1 cul ated by tald ng the row "Beginning Ba 1 once,· adding the row ·Amount 
to Borrow,· and subtracting the row "Payment Against Line: 
1 O. The row "Beginning Balance" in the ·special Loan" section posts directly 
from the "Ending Balance" row from the prior period. The exception to this 
rule is in "Month 1" ·where the "Beginning Balance· is always equal to zero. 
11. The rov·.' "Additional Borrowing" in the "Special Loan" section is 
calculated based on the difference between that period's 'Total Funds 
Needed· and ·Ending Floating Line Balance" in the "Development Loan· section, 
less the "Beginning Balance· in the "Special Loan" section. 
12. The row "Payment against Note" in the ·special Loan· section is 
calculated based on the operating cash surplus for the period that exceeds 
the payoff of the entire credit line indebtedness. 
13. The row "Ending Balance" in the "Special Loan" section is calculated by 
ta~<i ng the row "Beginning Ba 1 ance, • adding the row ·Addi ti ona 1 Borrowing,· 
and subtracting the row "Payment against Note: 
14. The row "Land Acquisition Note· in the "Interest (in arrears)" section is 
calculated by multiplying the cell labeled "Land Acquisition Note· in the 
"Interest Rate" section of the General Template worksheet (Exhibit X), by the 
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"Beginning Balance" in the "Land Acquisition Note" section of the Financing 
Schedule spreadsheet. 
15. The row "Development Loan" in the "Interest (in arrears)" section is 
calculated by multiplying the cell labeled "Committed Credit Line" in the 
"Interest Rate" section of the General Template worksheet (Exhibit X), by the 
"Beginning Balance" in the "Development Loan" section of the Financing 
Schedule spreadsheet. 
16. The row "Special Loan" in the "Interest (in arrears)" section is calculated 
by multiplying the cell labeled "Unplanned Special Loan" in the "Interest 
Rate" section of the General Template worksheet (Exhibit X), by the 
"Beginning Balance" in the "Special Loan" section of the Financing Schedule 
spreadsheet. 
17. The rov·.' "Total Interest Incurred" in the "Interest (in arrears)" section is 
calculated by adding the rows "Land Acquisition Note," "Development Loan," 
and "Special Loan." 
16. The row "Less Capitalized Interest" posts directly from the interest 
incurred in carrying the note for the land acquisition (i.e., equals the row .. 
Land Acquisition Note" in the "Interest (in arrears)" section). 
19. The row "Plus Interest Amortization" represents the portion of the land 
acquisition note that is amortized in connection with the sale of property 
(i.e., that portion of the· financing costs associated with the mortgage 
against the land acquisHion that is allocated as a component of cost of sales 
and relieved from inventory) .. 
20. The row "Net Interest Expense" is calculated by taking the row "Total 
Interest Incurred," subtracting the row "Less Capitalized Interest," and 
adding the row "Plus Interest Amortiztion." This result posts directly to the 
"Interest Egpense" row on the Income Statement spreadsheet (Exhibit XII I). 
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21. The row "Committed line" in the "Commitment Fee" section posts 
directly from the rovl "Floatlng Line" in the "Development Loan" section. 
22. The row "Amount Borrowed" in the "Commitment Fee" section posts 
directly from the row "Ending Floating Line Balance" in the "Development 
Loan" section. 
23. The row "Unused Principal" in the "Commitment Fee" section is 
calculated by deducting the rov·l "Amount Borrowed" from the row Committed 
Line." 
24. The row "Total Fee" in the "Commitment Fee" section is calculated by 
multiplying the row "Unused Principal" by the cell labeled "Commitment Fee 
on line of Credit" from the General Template worksheet (Exhibit X). 
ENDNOTES 
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financial Accounting Standards Board. Accounting for Costs and Initial Rental Operations of Real Estate 
Projects. Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 67. Stamford, Connecticut: FASB, 
October 1982, paragraph 11. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THE FINANCIAL MODEL 
This section of the paper represents an illustration of the use of the 
financial model. The information contained in this example is completely 
fictitious and any resemblance to an actual development or developer is 
completely coincidental. The example follows. 
U. Nigh Versity and his partner, Rich Mund, have formed a corporation for the 
sole purpose of developing a parcel of land into a residential community. The 
corporation, EMBA, Inc., initially issued Mr. Versity and Mr. Mund each 50 shares 
of $ l par common stock, at an issue price of $2 thousand per share. There are 
100 shares authorized and outstanding. 
Mr. Versity and 11r. Mund each bring to EMBA, Inc. several years of experience 
in the residential community development field. Armed with the familiarity of 
the development process, and options on 365 total contiguous acres, EMBA, Inc. is 
prepared to proceed with an evaluation of the financial potential for its new 
development, "Golden Er1BAs." 
Based on the physical site, the topographical considerations, and the market 
characteristics of the area, the developers conceptualize that the project will 
contain four phases (as portrayed on the tract map on page 42). Using the map as 
a guideline, the owners use the "Acreage Distribution" worksheet to determine 
acreage yield for the project (see page 43). 
After deducting approximately 56-acres for the lake and feeder stream, the 
"Golden E!18As" development should contain total land of approximately 
309-acres. Equipped with this information and a rough idea of the offerings by 
section within each phase, EMBA, Inc. is able to project the total area required 
for roads and open space per phase. Given these assumptions, the net land 
avaiiable (before amenities and commercial offerings) is forecast to be 
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Tract Map 
• 365 tota' acres 
• 4 - development phases 
• 55-acre Lake 
• H1 ghway access 
• commercial frontage 
4,, ... 
Acr(lag(I Distribution 
Total 
Pha3e I Pha3e 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Pro ·ect 
Tuta1 Gross Acreage - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -> 365 
Less Wetervays - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -> 56 
% Land per Phase 18% 34% 21% 27% 100% 
Total Land 56 105 65 83 309 
% Roads and Open Space 20% 18% 1% 193 153 
Net Acres Available 44 86 64 68 262 
less Amenities 3 20 0 6 29 
less Commercial 0 40 0 0 40 
Residential Acreage Available 41 26 64 62 193 
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appro:.~imately 262-acres. From this figure, amenities such as bicycle paths, 
s·vvimming pool, tennis courts, playgrounds, and park/picnic areas must be 
deducted. Addltionally, the acreage designated for commercial use is deducted 
to arrive at a total of 193-acres of residential area available for development. 
Phase 1 will consist of two sections of single-f arnily residential lots. The 
44-acres available in the phase will set aside 3-acres for bicycle paths and a 
p 1 ayground. The net avail ab 1 e for resident i a 1 product is fore cast to be 41-acres. 
Phase 2 is the largest phase of the project in terms of total acreage, at 
apprm~imately 86-acres (before deducting for amenities and commercial). The 
highway frontage of the development will represent the commercial area, or 
roughly 40 acres. This section will consist of t'wo ten-acre parcels (initially 
designated for an office park and a church), and one 20-acre parcel for retail 
businesses. The amenities projected for this phase are expected to reQuire 
20-acres, and consist of bicycle paths, a playground/park/picnic area, a 
S'ftimming pool, and tennis courts. The remaining 26-acres will consist of one 
;ection of sing1e-f amily residential lots and one section offering a combination 
of single-family residential lots and multi-family parcels (for apartments 
and/ or condomi ni urns/townhouses). 
Phase 3 represents a bulk tract offering of 64-acres. For purposes of the 
plan, the developers have included this tract sale for a Quick generation of cash 
and hopefully an enhanced return oi.,·er the purchase price of the property due to 
the value added by the proximity to the residential activity and amenities 
provided at that stage of the project's life. Depending on the performance of the 
project, and the market conditions and economic climate at the time, this phase 
could be subdivided into residential offerings which involve additional 
expenditure, higher risk, and greater potential reward. 
Phase 4 represents the highest volume of residential acreage. The area 
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available for the phase is estimated at 68-acres. After deducting for the 
playgrounds, picnic area, and bicycle path amenities, the area available for 
resident i a 1 product offerings stands at approximate 1 y 62-acres. Four sections of 
single-family residential lots will be offered to absorb the acreage available in 
this phase. 
Now that the EMBA, Inc. developers have a handle on the general 
classifications for the sectional offerings within each phase, it is time to 
deterrnine specific products and quantities within each section. Given the 
acreage constraint imposed per phase for residentlal product offerings (from the 
"Acreage Distribution" worksheet, see page 43), the optimal product mix must be 
forecast for utilization of the available area. 
The "Product Offering by Phase" spreadsheet provides the format for 
experimenting with product mix, while attempting to avoid violation of the 
acreage constraint (see page 46). The flrst step is to determine the individual 
product designation and average acreage per unit for posting to the box labeled 
"Average Unit Sizes" near the bottom of the spreadsheet. Once this has been 
accomplished, the number of units can be posted for evaluation of optimal mix 
for acreage utilization. For example, on page 46, in phase 1 of the "Product 
Offering by Phase" spreadsheet, EMBA, Inc. has forecast "Section 1" to be 
comprised of two single-family estate lots, eight single-f amlly large lots, and 
t·1vent;j-tvto single-f ami1y standard lots. Based on the average sizes of these 
products (as posted in the bo~~ labeled "Average Unlt Sizes"), the total acreage 
for "Section l," given this product mh<, is 19-acres. Evaluating "Section 2" using 
the same method results in the total acreage required being 23-acres. This 
combination of product in the two sections of phase 1, results in a total acreage 
requirement of 42-acres, matching the constraint figure imposed on this phase. 
Repeating this process for all phases Y.tithin the project completes the "Product 
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Product Offer1 ng by Phase 
Total 
Products Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Pro· ect 
Section 1 
- Single-family Estate Lots 2 2 
- Si ngle-fami1 y Large Lots 8 8 
- Si ngie-famil •J Standard Lots 22 22 
Total Section 1 Acreage 19 I 01 01 ol 19 I 
Section 2 
- Single-family Estate Lots 2 2 
- Si ng1e-fami1 y Large Lots 9 9 
- S1 09 h:- - fa mi1 •J Standard Lots 27 27 
Total SeGt1on 2 Acreage --- I o I ol ol 23 I LJ 
Settfon 3 
- Commercial Lot Acreage 40 40 
Total Section 3 Acreage ol 40 I ol ol 40 I 
Se!'.'tfon 4 
- Si ngie-famil y Standard Lots 23 23 
- Multi-family Tract Acreage 7 7 
Total Section 4 Acreage 01 19 I 01 ol 19 I 
Sec.lion 5 
- Si ngle-fami1 y Patio Lots 28 28 
Total Sectlon 5 Acreage o I 7 I 01 01 71 
Section 6 
- Tract Acreage 64 64 
Totai Section 6 Acreage ol 01 64 I ol 64 I 
Section 7 
- Single-family Estate Lots 0 0 
- Single-family Large Lots 4 4 
- Single-family Standard Lots 13 13 
Total Section 7 Acreage 01 01 01 1 o I 1 o I 
Section 8 
- Single-fa mil 'J Estate Lots 2 2 
- Singie-famiiy Large Lots 7 7 
- Si ng1e-fami11J Standard Lots 14 14 
Total Section 8 Acreage oj 01 01 15 I 1s1 
Sectior, 9 
- -::1 ngle-famil y Standard Lots 22 22 
1 otal Section 9 Acreage 01 01 o I 11 I 1 1 I 
3ection 10 
- Si ngle-famil 'J Estate Lots 2 2 
- Single-family Large Lob t 1 11 
- Single-family Standard Lofa 31 31 
Total Section 1 0 Acreage ol 01 ol 26 I 26 I 
Tota1 Acreage 42 I 66 I 641 61 I 233 I 
1~ver~e Unit Sizes Acre~e 
- Single-family Estate Lots 1.20 
- Si ngie-famil y Large Lots 0.75 
- Single-family Standard Lofa 0.50 
- Single-family Patio Lots 0.25 
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Prurluc.t Mix 
- Si ng 1 e-f a mil y Estate Lots 
- Si ngle-iamll y Large Lots 
- Single-family Standard Lots 
- Single-family Patio Loh~ 
- Multi-family Plots 
- Commercial Lot Acreage 
- Tract Acreage 
Prod1Jd Mix S1Jmmary 
Total 
Units 
47 
8 
39 
152 
28 
Total 
Acres 
10 
29 
76 
7 
7 
40 
64 
Offering by Phase" spreadsheet, as depicted on page 46. Page 47 presents a 
summary of all products offered, indicating volume in units and acres per 
product and in total for the project. 
Next, the developers must forecast the timing for the sale of these products. 
As expressed earlier, the "Absorption by Period· schedule determines the critical 
timing base for the entire project. The postings to this schedule ultimately 
effect the results generated throughout the remainder of the financial model. 
Given the backgrounds and e>~periences of the developers, as well as current 
marirnt conditions, EMBA, Inc. determines that the schedule on pages 49 through 
51 represents a fair estimation of the absorption rate for "Golden EMBAs·: 
Drawing on their previous development exposures, Mr. Versity and Mr. Mund 
are convinced that the developments costs and timings presented on pages 52 
through 54 depicts a fair representation for expected charges associated with 
the proposed development. For a project of this magnitude, offering these 
amenities and products, the total development costs over the life of the project 
are estimated at $8,023,229. 
At this stage in the process, it is time to specify unit prices. The developer 
turns to the "Product Pricing" worksheet. Depending on the timing of the sale 
(due to price appreciation) and the location of the designated product, average 
prices will vary from section to section. Page 55 provides the unit price list for 
the "Golden EMBAs" project. 
Projected marl<eting e>~penditures include commissions charged by real 
estate brolrnrs and promotional e~<penses for advertising the development. Mr. 
Versity and Mr. Mund have determined their projected marketing expenses by 
period and have posted them to the "Marketing and Administrative Expenses" 
spreadsheet on pages 57 through 59. 
Expected administrative expenses include the salary and expenses of the 
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AbMrption by Period 
I Month 1 I Month 2 I Month 3 I Month 4 I Month 5 I Month 6 I 
Section I 
Sf- Estate Lots 
SF- large lots 
SF- Standard Lots 
Total Section 1 Acreage 01 01 ol 01 01 01 
Section 2 
SF- Estate Lots 
Sf- large Lots 
Sf- Standard Lots 
Total Section 2 Acreage 01 01 ol ol ol 01 
Section 3 
Commercial Lots 
Total Section 3 Acreage I 01 01 01 01 01 01 
Section 4 
SF- Standard lots 
Multi-family Tracts 
01 01 Total Section 4 Acreage 01 01 ol 01 
Section 5 
SF- Patio Lots 
Total Section 5 Acreage ol 01 ol ol ol 01 
Section 6 
Tract Site 
Total Section 6 Acreage ol 01 ol ol ol 01 
Section? 
SF- Estate lots 
Sf- Laige Lots 
SF- Standard lots 
i otal Section 7 Acreage o! o! ol ol ol 01 
Sec.tion 8 
SF- Estate Lots 
Sf - Large lots 
Sf - Standard Lob 
Total Sect1on 8 f\creage l o I o I o I o I o I o I 
Section 9 
SF- Standard Lots 
Total Section 9 Acreage ol 01 01 ol ol 01 
Section 10 
Sf- Estate Lots 
SF- large Lots 
SF- Standard Lots 
Total Section 10 Acreage! 01 01 01 01 01 01 
Total Acreage Sold 01 01 01 01 01 01 
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Absorption by Period (continued) 
I Month 7 I Month 8 I Month 9 IMo~h10IMo~h11jMo~ht2I Year 1 
Section I 
SF - E:.:•tate lots 2 
SF- Lar~e lot:c:; 3 r, L 8 
SF- Standardlots 5 3 3 3 3 3 20 
Total Sectfon 1 Acreage sl 31 31 31 21 21 18 I 
Ser::trnn 2 
SF- Est.jte lots "' '-
SF- Li:irge Lots -z 2 2 2 9 
-· Sf- Standard lots 4 3 3 3 2 2 17 
Tota1 Se<::tion 2 Acreage s I 41 31 31 1 I 1 I ta I 
Section 3 
Commt:rcia1 Lots 0 
Total Ser;tion 3 Acreage ol 01 01 01 o I 01 01 
Sectlon 4 
Sf - Standard Lots 0 
Mu1ti-famil1J Tracts 0 
fotal Section 4 Acreage 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 
Section 5 
SF- Patio Lots 4 3 7 
i otal Section 5 Acreage 01 ol o I 01 1 I 1 I 21 
Section 6 
Trad Site 0 
Total Section 6 Acreage ol ol ol 01 01 01 ol 
Section 7 
Sf- Estate Lots 0 
Sf- Large Lots 0 
SF- Standard lots 0 
Total Section 7 Acreage ol ol oj 01 01 o I ol 
Section 8 
Sf- Est~te Lots 0 
Sf - Large Lots 0 
'3f - Standard Lots 0 
Toti:il 5ectlon 8 Acreage o I o. I o I 01 ol oj o! 
Section 9 
SF- Stendard Lots 0 
Total Section 9 Acreage ol ol ol ol 01 o I ol 
Section 10 
SF- Est~te Lots 0 
Sf - Large Lots 0 
Sf- Strndard Lots 0 
Totai Section IO Acreage I 01 01 01 01 01 o I 01 
fot~l Acreage Sold 10 i 71 61 61 41 31 38 I 
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Alnorption for tilt! Project 
Vear 1 Vear 2 Vear 3 Vear 4 Vear 5 I Total Project I 
Section 1 
SF- Estate lots 2 2 
SF- Large Lots 8 8 
SF- Standard Lots 20 2 22 
Total Section 1 Acreage I 18 I 1 I 01 01 01 19 I 
Section 2 
SF- Estate lots 2 2 
SF- Large Lots 9 9 
Sf- Standard Lots 17 10 27 
Total Section 2 Acreage I 1 a I sl 01 ol ol 23 I 
Section 3 
Cummerci&i Lots 0 20 10 10 40 
Total Section 3 Acreage I o I 20 I 10 I 1 o I o I 40 I 
Section 4 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 12 10 23 
Multi-family Tracts 0 7 7 
Total Section 4 Acreage 01 13 I sl 1 I ol 19 I 
Section S 
SF- Patio Lots 7 9 9 3 28 
iotai Section 5 Acreage I 21 21 21 1 I ol 7 I 
Section 6 
Tract Site 0 64 64 
Total Section 6 Acreage I o I ol 641 ol o I 641 
Section 7 
Sf- Estate Lots 0 0 
Sf- Large Lots 0 2 2 4 
SF- Standard lots 0 8 5 13 
Total Section 7 Acreage I 01 ol 6 j 41 ol 1 o I 
Section 8 
SF - Estate Lots 0 2 2 
Sf- Large lots 0 2 3 2 7 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 3 7 4 14 
Total Section 8 Acreage I oj 01 31 al 41 1 s I 
Section 9 
SF- Standard Lots 0 7 8 7 22 
Total Section 9 Ficreage I 01 ol 41 41 41 11 I 
SF-..ctiun t 0 
SF- Estate LOt$ 0 2 2 
Sf- Large lots 0 5 6 11 
'3F- StantJard Lot~ 0 16 15 31 
Totai Section 1 O Acreage! 01 ol 01 121 14 I 26 I 
fotal Acreage Sold 38 I 41 I 93 I 39 I 21 I 233 I 
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Development Costs b•J C~tegory 
Month 1 I Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 
Preacquisltion Costs 175,000 
Acquisition Costs 2,894, 155 28,655 28,655 28,655 28,655 28,655 
Land P1anni ng and Design 125,000 
Engineering 75,000 40,000 40,000 
Earthwork 81 ,250 81 ,250 81,250 81 ,250 
Utilities 78, 125 78, 125 78, 125 78, t 25 78, 125 78, t 25 
Streets and Walks 120,000 250,000 120,000 30,000 
Signage 12,500 1,000 1,000 2,500 2,500 
Landscaping 25,000 25,000 25,000 
Amenities 7. 500 7 500 7 500 
Total Development Costs 3,479,780 504,030 381 ,530 250,530 198,030 t 09,280 
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PreacQuisition Costs 
Acquisition Costs 
Land Planning and De.sign 
Engineering 
Ea rt hwo r k 
Utllities 
Streets and Wal ks 
Signage 
Landscaping 
Amenlties 
Total Development Costs 
Development Co$ts b•J C:8te.gory (conti nue.d) 
I Month 7 I Month 8 i Month 9 l Month 10 I Month 11 I Month 12 I 
28,655 27,400 
78, 125 78, 125 
2,500 
15,000 
106,780 123,025 
26,514 
45,000 
80,000 
2,500 
15,000 
169,014 
C:"l' 
, .. J..I 
25,720 24,926 24,403 
45,000 45,000 
60,000 80,000 
15,000 
7 500 7 500 7 500 
173,220 157,426 31,903 
Vear 1 I 
175,000 
3, 195,048 
125,000 
155,000 
460,000 
625,000 
760,000 
24,500 
120,000 
45 000 
5,684,548 
II Development Costs by CategonJ for the Project 
Year 1 Year 2 Vear 3 Vear 4 Vear 5 I Total Project I 
PreacQ•JisWon Costs 175,000 175,000 
Acqui~dtion Costs 3, 195,048 288,039 227, 123 89,417 31,602 3,831,229 
Land Planni f"I() and Design 125,000 125,000 
Engineering 155,000 155,000 
Earthwork 460,000 125,000 585,000 
Uhlities 625,000 225,000 850,000 
Streets and 'Wal ks 760,000 260,000 225,000 1 ,245,000 
c .. 
. _.1gnage 24,500 20,000 7,500 52,000 
Landscaping 120_.ooo 30,000 60,000 210,000 
Amenities 45,000 400,000 350,000 795,000 
Total Development Costs 5,684,548 1,348,039 869,623 89,417 31,602 8,023,229 
Less Unallocated Amenities (Estimate) 0 
Net Allocated Development Costs 8,023,229 
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Product Pricing 
Price per 
Produtts Unit 
Section 1 
- Single-family Estate Lots $60,000 
- Single-family Large Lots $50,000 
- Sing1e-famlly Standard Lots $40 .. 000 
Section 2 
- Single-family Estate Lots $100,000 
- Single-family Large Lofo $80,000 
- Single-family Standard Lots $65,000 
Section 3 
- Commercial Lot Acreage $110,000 per acre 
Section 4 
- Single-family Standard Lots $40,000 
- Multi-family Tract Acreage $50,000 per acre 
Section 5 
- Single-famillJ Patio lots $35,000 
Section 6 
- Tract Acreage $10,000 per acre 
Section 7 
- Si ng 1 e-fa mil y Estate Lots $75,000 
- Single-family Large Lots $60,000 
- Single-family Standard Lots $50,000 
Section 8 
- Si ngle-famfl y Estate Lots $120,000 
- Singh~-family Large Lots $90,000 
- Single-family Standard Lots $65,000 
Section 9 
- Single-fami1y Standard Lots $60,000 
Section 10 
- Single-family Estate Lots $120,000 
- Single-family Large Lots $90,000 
- Si rrgle-famll y Standard Lots $65,000 
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on-site project manager (development management), salaries and expenses for 
Mr. Versity and Mr. Mund (e~<ecutive management), and general clerical and other 
administrative charges incurred to administer the development (general 
administrative). The developers· estimates for these expenses are listed by 
period on the schedule entitled "Marketing and Administrative Expenses" (found 
on pages 57 through 59). 
The total amount of the principal on the note for the acQuisition of the 
property is estimated at $2,865,500 [representing 365-acres at a purchase price 
of $7,500 per acre, and $128,000 worth of fees and closing costs which were 
financed]. This amount is loaded into the model on the "General Template" 
worksheet (see page 60). 
The negotiated line of credlt for the floating development loan is anticipated 
to carry a fee of 150 basis points on the unused portion, as has been the rate that 
Mr. Mund's typically incurs against these instruments. The amount required on a 
committed basis is not irnown for sure until the model is run and the amounts are 
adjusted and readjusted, but the object is to establish a comfortable balance 
that will avoid the reQuirement of a special loan and its corresponding high 
costs. The rates of interest expected for the debt financing facilities is as 
follows: land note= 12%; development loan= 12%; and special loan= 16%. 
Other mi see 11 aneous i terns which must be considered: 
• Estimated amount of amenity cost not allocated to individual product; 
• Rates of commission per product designation; 
• Cash balance projections; 
e Capital spending on fixed assets (i.e., property & eQuipment purchases); 
o Pro_f ected income tax rate; and 
• Projected accounts receivable level (entered as a percentage of sales). 
These items have been provided in the "General Template" worksheet on page 60. 
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11arket1 ng Expenses 
Commissions 
ProfOOt;on 
Tota1 Marketing Exp. 
Admi nistrati\le Expenses 
Development Management 
Executh.-e Management 
General Administrative 
T otai Admi n. Exp. 
Marketing and Administrative Expenses 
Month 1 I Month 2 I 
0 0 
51000 
0 5,000 
6,250 6,250 
13,900 13,900 
5,000 7,500 
25, 150 27,650 
Month 3 I Month 4 
0 0 
251000 101000 
25,000 10,000 
6,250 6,250 
13,900 13,900 
121500 151000 
32,650 35, 150 
Product Type 
Si ngle-famll y Lots 
Multi-family Tracts 
Commercial Lots 
Tract Sites 
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Month 5 
0 
101000 
I 0,000 
6,250 
13,900 
151000 
35, 150 
S Rate of 
Commission 
2.5% 
2.5% 
2.5% 
5.0% 
Month 6 
0 
251000 
25,000 
6,250 
13,900 
151000 
35, 150 
Marketing and Administrative Expenses (continued) 
I Month 7 I Month 8 I Month 9 I Month 10 I Month 11 I Month 12 I Vear 1 
Marketing Expenses 
Ccimmissions 23,750 16,875 14,625 14,625 11,000 8,875 89,750 
Promotion 101000 1 otooo 25t000 10t000 101000 25t000 165,000 
Total Marketing Exp. 33,750 26,675 39,625 24,625 21,000 33,875 254,750 
Admimstrative Expenses 
Development Management 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 6,250 75,000 
E..'i::ecutive Manag~ment 13,900 13,900 13,900 13,900 13,900 13,900 166,800 
General Administrative 18.000 18.000 18.000 18,000 18.000 1 B .000 178.000 
Total Mmi n. Exp. 38, 150 38, 150 38, 150. 38, 150 38, 150 38, 150 419,800 
~Rate of 
Product Tgpe Commission 
Single-family Lots 2.53 
Multi-family Tracts 2.53 
Commercial Lots 2.53 
Tract Sites 5.0% 
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Marketing Expenses 
Commissions 
Promotion 
Total Marketing Exp. 
Mministrative Expenses 
Development Management 
Exec1..itive Management 
General Administrative 
Tota1 Admi n. Exp. 
Marketing and Administrative Expenses for the Project 
Vear 1 Year 2 I 
89,750 101 ,875 
t 65t000 175.000 
254,750 276,875 
75,000 80,250 
166,800 178,476 
178.000 190.460 
419,300 449, 186 
Year 3 I Year 4 
110,250 113,750 
175t000 1251000 
285,250 238,750 
85,868 91 ,878 
190,969 204,337 
203.792 218.058 
480,629 514,273 
Product Type 
Single-family Lots 
Multi-family Tracts 
Commercial Lots 
Tract Sites 
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I Year 5 I Total Proiect I 
65,375 
501000 
115,375 
98,310 
218,641 
233.322 
550,272 
~Rate of 
Commission 
2.53 
2.5% 
2.5% 
5.0% 
481 ,000 
690,000 
1, 171,000 
431,305 
959,223 
110231632 
2,414, 160 
General Template 
[Model Options I 
Land Acquisition Note ( beginning balance) I 2,865 ,5oo I 
1.5031 Commitment fee on Line of Credlt 
Estimated Llna11ocated Amenity Costs 
Income Tax Rate 
Interest Rates: 
Land AC{)uisition Note 
Committed Credit U ne 
Unplanned Special loan 
12.03 
12.03 
18.0% 
Year 1 / 
Month 12 
ol 
45.0%1 
Year 2 Vear 3 
Par Value 
Shares 
Issued 
Issue Price 
Vear 4 
Common 
Stock 
$t.oo I 
100 I 
t2,ooo I 
Vear 5 
Committed Line Amount I 2.soo,000 I 1,500,000 I 750,000 I 400,000 I 100,000 I 
Beoinnin Endin 
Ca~Ji Bal a rices 0 
Capital Sales of Net Capital 
S_Q_endi~ Assets SJ!.endino 
82.000 82 000 
20_,_000 20_,_000 
1 (I 000 10_,_000 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Month l 
Month 2 
Month 3 
Month 4 
Month 5 
Month 6 
Month 7 
Month 8 
Month 9 
Month 1 O 
Month 11 
Month 12 
Vear 2 
Year 3 
Year 4 
Year 5 1? { 1? A ii\ 1 .... ,444 ! , 1 .... ,-..4-r1 I 
Accounts Receivable as 3 cf Sales 0.0%1 
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3 Rate of 
Product Type Commission 
Sf- lots 2.53 
MF- Lots 2.5% 
Commercial 2.5% 
Tract Sites 5.03 
The figures entered into the model by EMBA, Inc. have generated the results 
posted to U-1e spreadsheets and schedules presented on pages 64 through 81. 
Briefly, let us review the results by spreadsheet. 
The spreadsheet depicting the periodic development costs associated with 
designated products sold within each section provides an allocation of the direct 
charges incurred in the development process. The $8,023,229 \North of allocated 
development spending is tied to specific products and charged against sales (on 
the income statement) at the time the product is relieved from inventory. This 
spreadsheet is located on pages 64 through 66. 
The periodic detail regarding sales dollar generation is provided on pages 67 
through 59. This spreadsheet matches the prices selected per unit with the 
e;~pected absorption schedule. The first sales begin in month seven of the 
project, \Ni th the deve 1 opment general i ng total projected revenues of $18.6 
million O\ler five years. 
Tl1e income statement, presented on pages 70 through 72, depicts the 
projected accounting earnings associated with the decisions and assumptions 
input into the financial model. The "Golden EMBAs" development is e>~pected to 
incur losses throughout the first sf~< months of the process, but rebound during 
the following sh~ months, generating over $500 thousand in first year net 
income. The project is forecast to earn a total of $3, 159,611 over its life. 
The balance sheets, shown on pages 73 through 75, provf de point estimates 
of financial position on a periodic basis. Total assets and corresponding 
liabilities reach peaiz levels by the end of the sixth month of the project. This 
results from the buildup of inventory caused by heavy development costs end the 
absence of sales to that point. By the end of the fifth year, the assets are fully 
depreciated (i.e., zero net book value), inventories have been depleted, all loens 
have been satisfied, cash proceeds are distributed, and the corporntlon is 
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1i qui dated. 
On pages 76 through 78, a schedule of anticipated cash flow from operating 
activity is presented. This important schedule provides the detail as to 
projected cash deficits and surpluses associated with the assumptions and 
decisions provided in the plan. The schedule reveals the cash shortage generated 
in the first year of operations, due to heavy expenditures and the relatively low 
level of sales by that tlme. As absorption accelerates and development costs 
slow down, positive cash flow is generated each year after year one, with an 
overall cumulative positive cash flow position established by early year four. 
The total cash generated over the life of the development is expected to exceed 
$7 7 ·11· ...,._...,.ml 10n. 
Finally, the financing schedule is presented on pages 79 through 61. This 
schedule details the balances and scheduled activity in each of the three debt 
facilities, provides an accounting of the interest activity (i.e., interest incurred, 
capitalized interest, and net interest expense), calculates the commitment fee, 
and projects the cash dividend distribution to the owners. The schedule is fairly 
self m~planatory, however, several points should be noted: 
c The principal on the note established for the land acquisition is amortized 
over the life of the project in direct proportion to the absorption schedule. 
e The development loan (committed line) facility is unused after early year 
four. The line amounts are negotiated annually and have declined from a high 
of $2.5 mil 1 ion in year one, to a cushion 1 i ne of $1 O thousand carried in year 
five. These lines are sufficient to avoid any use of the special loan facility. 
• Interest incurred, capitalized interest, and net interest expense peak with 
the heavy development outlays in year one, decllning each year thereafter. 
• The commitment fees associated with the annually negotiated credit llne 
facility remain fairly stable in years one and two and decline each of the 
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follov·ting years. EMBA, Inc. considers thls fee inexpensive insurance against 
the possibility of a special loan requirement with its high interest charges. 
• Lastly, the project's cash demands and loan provisions require that surplus 
operating cash be "plowed bacl(' into the corporation throughout each of the 
first three years. Years four and five, however, provide for U. Nigh Versity 
and Rich Mund, as owners of EMBA, Inc. to receive combined cumulative cash 
dividends of $3,359,611 by the time the corporation is liquidated. This is 
not bad for a combined investment of $200,000 just five years before. 
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Development Costs b•J Loc11tion 
I Month 1 I Month 2 I tvtonth 3 I Month 4 I Month 5 I Month 6 I 
Section 1 
SF- Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Standardlots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 1 o I 01 ol o I o I 01 
Section 2 
Sf- Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 2 ol ol 01 o I 01 o I 
Section 3 
Commercial Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 3 01 01 ol 01 01 01 
Section 4 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Multi-family P1oh 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 4 ol 01 01 01 01 oj 
Section 5 
SF- Patfo Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T ota1 Section 5 ol ol ol 01 01 01 
Section 6 
Trac~ Sit~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totai Section 6 01 01 ol o I 01 01 
Sectfon 7 
SF- Estate lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 7 ol ol ol 01 01 o I 
Section 8 
SF - Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- large lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 8 01 o I ol o I 01 o I 
Section 9 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 9 ol o I 01 · 01 o I 01 
Section 1 O 
SF- Estate lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 10 01 01 01 oj 01 01 
Total Development Costs 01 oj o I 01 01 oj 
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Development Costs b•J Location (continued) 
I Month 7 I Month 8 I Month 9 I Month 10 I Month 11 I Month 12 j Vear 1 
Sect1on f 
SF - Estate Lots 0 0 C'") ")")O ..J~,t..~U 52,228 0 0 104,455 
Sf- large lofa 97,927 65,285 32,642 32,642 32,642 0 261, 138 
Sf- Standard Lots 1 08 808 65 285 65 285 65 285 65 285 65 285 435 230 
Total Section f j206>34j13o:s69j1so:t54jtso:154 j Q"<Q?., I 6s:2a5 I aoo:s24 j J l .r L. I 
Section 2 
Sf - Estate lots 52,228 52,228 0 0 0 0 104,455 
SF - Large Lots 97,927 65,285 65,285 65,285 0 0 293,780 
Sf - Standard Lots 87.046 65.285 65.285 65.285 43.523 43.523 369 946 
Total Section 2 237 201 182 797 130 569 130 569 43 523 43 523 768 182 
Section 3 
Commercial Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 3 01 01 01 ol 01 ol ol 
Section 4 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M1Jlti-family Plots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sechon 4 01 01 o I 01 ol ol ol 
Sectfan 5 
SF- Petfo Lots 0 0 0 0 43 523 32 642 76 165 
Total Section 5 01 ol ol ol 43:523 I 32:642 I 76: 165 I 
Section 6 
Tract Site 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
fota1 Section 6 01 ol ol ol ol ol ol 
Se~tion 7 
SF- Estate lots 0 0 0 I] 0 0 0 
Sf- Laige Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totai Section 7 01 01 ol o I ol ol ol 
Section 8 
Sf- btate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- large lofa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 8 o I o I ol ol 01 01 ol 
Section 9 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 9 01 01 ol ol ol ol ol 
Section 1 O 
Sf- Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- large lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 10 01 01 o I 01 o I o I o I 
Total Development Costs j443i93s j313.366 j2ao:124 j2so~124 !184.973l141 14so11 16451 111 I 
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Development Costs blJ location for the Project 
Year 1 Vear 2 Vear 3 Vear 4 Year 5 I Total Project I 
Section 1 
5f- Estate Lots 104,455 0 0 0 0 104,455 
SF- large Lob 261, 138 0 0 0 0 261, 138 
SF- Standard Lots 435 230 43 523 0 0 0 478 753 
Tot::il Section 1 aoo:a24 I 43:523 I 01 01 01 844:347 I 
Section 2 
Sf - Estate Lots 104,455. 0 0 0 0 104,455 
Sf- Large Lots 293,780 0 0 0 0 293,780 
Sf- Standard Lots 369.946 217615 0 0 0 587 561 
Total Section 2 768: 182 I 217:615 I 01 01 ol 985:797 I 
Section 3 
Commercial Lots 0 870 461 435 230 435 230 0 1 740 921 
Total Section 3 01 870:451 I 435:230 I 435:230 I ol 1 :740:921 I 
Section 4 
SF- Standard Lots 0 261, 138 217 ,615 21,762 0 500,515 
Multi-family Plots 0 304 661 0 0 0 304 661 
iotal Section 4 01 565:799 I 217~615 I 21.762 I 01 sos: 176 I 
Section 5 
SF- Patio Lots 76: 165 97 927 97 927 32 642 0 304 661 
Totai Section 5 97:927 I 97:927 I 32:642 I ol 304:661 I 76 165 I 
Section 6 
Tract SHe 0 0 674 365 0 0 674 365 
Total Section 6 ol ol 674:365 I ol ol 674:365 I 
Section 7 
Sf- Estate lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf - Large Lots 0 0 65,285 65,285 0 130,569 
SF- Standard lots 0 0 174 092 108 808 0 282 900 
Total Section 7 ol ol 239:377 I 174:092 I ol 413:469 j 
Section 8 
SF- Estate Lots 0 0 0 104,455 0 104,455 
Sf - Large Lots 0 0 65,285 97,927 65,285 228,496 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 65 285 152 331 87 046 304 661 
Total Section 8 01 01 130:569 I 354>13 I 1s2:331 I 637:6121 
Section 9 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 152 331 174 092 152:331 478 753 
Total Section 9 ol ol 152:331 I 174:092 I 478>53 I 152 331 I 
Section 10 
SF- Estate lots 0 0 0 0 104,455 104,455 
SF- Large Lots 0 0 0 163,211 195,854 359,065 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 348 184 326 423 674 607 
Total Section 10 01 01 01 511 :396 I 626>32 I 1i138: 127 I 
Total Development Costs 1l64s 1 11111~19sl325 I 11947l4t4 I 11103l9211 931 ,393 I 810231229 I 
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Revenue ScMdule by Period 
I Month 1 I Month 2 I Month 3 I Month 4 I Month 5 I Month 6 I 
Section 1 
Sf - Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 1 ol 01 01 01 01 01 
Section 2 
Sf - Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF - Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Stand.~rd lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 2 ol 01 ol o I ol 01 
Section 3 
Commercial Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 3 ol 01 ol 01 ol 01 
Seetlon 4 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Multi-famiJy Tracts 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 4 01 01 01 01 01 01 
Section 5 
SF- Patio Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 5 ol ol ol o I ol 01 
Section 6 
Tract Site 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 6 ol 01 ol o I ol 01 
Section 7 
SF- Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf - Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Standard Loh 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 7 ol 01 ol o I o I 01 
Section 8 
Sf- Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 8 01 01 ol o I 01 01 
" r 9 .:,ec 1on 
Sf- Standard Loh 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 9 ol ol ol o I ol 01 
Section 10 
Sf- Estate lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf - large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 10 I 01 01 01 01 01 01 
Total Reven1Jes 01 01 01 o I ol 01 
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Revenue Schedule by Period (continued) 
I Month 7 I Month 8 I Month 9 I Month 10 I Month 11 I Month 12 I Vear 1 
Section t 
SF - Estate Lots 0 0 60,000 60,000 0 0 120,000 
SF- Large Lots 150,000 100,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 0 400,000 
Sf- Standard Lots 200 000 120 .000 120 000 120 000 120 000 120 000 800 000 
Total Sales Section 1 I 350:000 1220:000 I 230:000 I 230:000 I t 70:000 I 120:000 I t ~320:000 I 
Section 2 
Sf - Estate Lots 100,000 100,000 0 0 0 0 200,000 
Sf- Large Lots 240,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 0 0 720,000 
SF- Standard lots 260 .000 195 .000 195 .000 195 .000 130 .000 130 000 1 105 .000 
Total Sales Secticn 2 j 600~000 I 455~ooo I 3ss:ooo j 3ss:ooo j 130:000 I 130:000 12:02s:ooo I 
Section 3 
Commercial Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 3 01 ol 01 01 01 ol ol 
S~cHon 4 
Sf - Standard lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Multi-family Tracts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sale..s Section 4 01 ol ol 01 ol 01 ol 
Section 5 
SF- Patio lots 0 0 0 0 140 000 1 05 000 245 000 
Total Sales Section 5 01 ol ol o 1140:000 I t os:ooo I 24s:ooo I 
Section 6 
Tract Site 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 6 01 ol ol 01 ol ol o I 
Section 7 
Sf- Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Standard lob 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 7 01 o I ol ol ol ol ol 
Section 8 
Sf- Estate Loh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 8 oj 01 ol oj 01 01 01 
Section 9 
SF- Stan1ard lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 9 ol ol ol o I ol ol ol 
Section 10 
SF- Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sr - Large Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section I 0 I ol o I ol 01 01 01 01 
Total Revenues I 950~000 I 6751000 i 5851000 I 585~000 i 4401000 j 355~000 I 315901000 I 
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Revenue Schedule b•J Period for the Project 
Vear 1 Vear 2 Vear 3 Vear 4 Vear 5 I Total Project I 
Section 1 
Sf- Estate Lots 120,000 0 0 0 0 120,000 
SF- Large lots 400,000 0 0 0 0 400,000 
Sf- Standard Lots 800 000 80 000 0 0 0 880 000 
Total Sales Section 1 1 l320:000 I ao:ooo I 01 01 01 1 l400:000 I 
Sect1on 2 
Sf - Estate Lots 200,000 0 0 0 0 200,000 
SF- Large Lots 720,000 0 0 0 0 720,000 
Sf- Standard Lots 1.105.000 650.000 0 0 0 1 755 000 
Total Sales Section 2 I 2:02slooo I 6so:ooo I 01 01 o I 2:61s:ooo I 
Section 3 
Commercial Lots 0 2 200 000 t 1 00 000 1 1 00 000 0 4 400 000 
Total Sales Section 3 o I 2:200:000 l 1: 100:000 11: 100:000 I o I 4:400 :ooo I 
Section 4 
Sf- Standard Lots 0 480,000 400,000 40,000 0 920,000 
Multi-family Tracts 0 350 000 0 0 0 350 000 
Total Sales Section 4 01 a3o:ooo I 4001000 I 40.000 I 01 t i210:000 I 
Section 5 
SF- Patio lots 245,000 315 000 315 000 105 000 0 980 000 
Total Sales Section 5 245:000 I 31 s:ooo I 31 s:ooo I 1 os:ooo I o I 9ao:ooo I 
Section 6 
Tract Site 0 0 640 000 0 0 640 000 
Total Sales Section 6 ol 01 640:000 I 01 01 640:000 I 
Section 7 
SF- Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Sf- Large lots 0 0 120,000 120,000 0 240,000 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 400 000 250 000 0 650 000 
Total Sales Section 7 ol ol szo:ooo I 310:000 I o I 890:000 I 
Section 8 
SF - Estate Lots 0 0 0 240,000 0 240,000 
Sf- Large Lotfi 0 0 180,000 270,000 180,000 630,000 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 195 000 455 000 260 000 910 000 
Total Sales Sectlon 8 ol ol 31s:ooo I 965:000 I 440:000 I 1 t1so:ooo I 
Section 9 
SF- Standard Lots 0 0 420 000 480 000 420 000 1 320 000 
Total Sales Section 9 ol o I 420:000 I 4so:ooo I 420:000 I 1 :320:000 I 
Section 10 
SF- Estate Lots 0 0 0 0 240,000 240,000 
SF- Large Lotfi 0 0 0 450,000 540,000 990,000 
Sf- Stanrlard lots 0 0 0 1 040 000 975 000 2 015 000 
Total Sales Section 10 I 01 01 o j 1 :490:000 I t 175s:ooo I 3:24s:ooo I 
Total Pe.ven!Jes I 315901000 I 410751000 I 317701000I415501000121615,00011816001000 I 
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Income Statement 
Month 1 I Month 2 I Month 3 I Month 4 I Month 5 I Month 6 I 
Revenues 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Co$t of Sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gross Margin 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Marketing Expenses 0 5,000 25,000 10,000 10,000 25,000 
Mmi nistrative Expenses 25: 150 27:650 32:650 35.150 35: 150 35.150 
Total E.."<penses 25, 150 32,650 57,650 45, 150 45, 150 60, 150 
other Income/( Deductions} 2 484 1 805 1 271 919 629 439 
Earni rigs Before 
Interest and Taxes (22,666} (30,845) (56,379) (44,231) (44,521) (59, 711) 
Interest Expense 0 5, 128 10,557 14,831 17,652 19,965 
Profit Before Taxes (22,666) (35,973) (66,936) (59,063) (62 .. 172) (79,676) 
Income Taxes ( 10,200) (16,188) (30,121) (26,578) (27,978) (35,854) 
Net lni::ome/(lo$s) I <12,466>1 <19.785)1 (36:815>1 (32:484)1 (34.195>1 (43.822>1 
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lnc-.ome Statement (continued) 
I Month 7 I Month 8 I Month 9 I Month 10 I Month t t I Month t 2 I Year 1 I 
Revenues 950 .. 000 675,000 585 .. 000 585,000 440,000 355,000 3,590,000 
Cost t'lf Sal es 4431935 3131366 2801724 2801724 1841973 1411450 11645 .171 
Gross Margin 506,065 361,634 304,276 304,276 255,027 213,550 1,944,829 
Market1 ng Expenses 33,750 26,875 39,625 24,625 21,000 33,875 254,750 
Administrative Expenses 38.150 38.150 38.150 38! 150 381150 381150 4191800 
Total Expenses 71,900 65,025 77,775 62,775 59, 150 72,025 674,550 
othei Income/( Deductions) 953 11248 1A12 11583 11666 1 !832 16,242 
Earnings Before 
Interest and Taxes 435,118 297,857 227,914 243,085 197,543 143,358 1,286,521 
Interest Expense 741921 55,099 481808 47A90 341598 281702 3571750 
Profit Before Taxes 360, 196 242,758 179, 106 195,595 162,944 114,656 928,771 
Income Taxes 162,088 1091241 801598 881018 731325 511595 . 417,947 
Ne~ lneome/(Loss:) 119a .1 oa 11331517 I 98 .5oa j 1071577 I 891619 I 63.061 I 510.824 I 
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lncomt Stettrntntt for the Project 
I Y~r 1 I Y~r2 I Ytar 3 I Year 4 I Ytar 5 I Total Project I 
~nues 3,590,000 4,075,000 3,770,000 4,550,000 2,615,000 18,600,000 
(O!tofSal~ 1,645.171 1,795.325 1 .947.414 1,703,927 931,393 8,023,229 
Grm r1sr91 n 1,944,829 2,279,675 1,622,586 2,846,073 1,683,607 10,576,771 
~rt.~t1~ Expe~ 254,750 276,875 285,250 238,750 115,375 1,171,000 
.\dml r1l$lrattve Expel\ltS 419.800 .:49,186 480,629 514.273 550 1212 2,414,160 
Total E.xpie""' 674,SSO 726,06 t 765,879 753,023 665,647 3,585,160 
Ot~.u :ncome/(DeJuctioM) 16,242 16,568 11,091 6,000 1,500 51,401 
£arnu'19' Before 
lntertlt and Taxtl 1,286,521 1,570, 182 1,067,799 2,099,050 1,019,460 7,043,011 
lntertlt Expense 357.750 340, 161 261.660 206.364 I 121109 1,298,264 
Profit Before Taxes 928,771 1,230,001 785,938 1,892,686 907,351 5,744,747 
l~mi!Tev" 417.947 553,500 353,672 851,709 408,308 2,585,136 
Net Income/( loss) 510,824 I 6761501 I 432,26611,040,977 I 499,043 I 3,159,611 I 
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Balsnce Sheet 
Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 
Assets 
Cash 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
Accounts Receivable 0 0 0 0 0 0 
investment in Real Estate 3.4791780 319831810 413651340 416151870 418131900 419231180 
Total Current Assets 3,484,780 3,988,810 4,370,340 4,620,870 4,818,900 4,928, 180 
Propert1J & Equipment 82,000 102,000 112,000 112,000 112,000 112,000 
Accumulated Depreciation 933 11867 21800 31733 41667 51600 
Net P & E 81,067 100, 133 109,200 108,267 107,333 106,400 
T eta l Assets 3,565,847 4,088,943 4,479,540 4,729,137 4,926,233 5,034,580 
----------- ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= 
-----------
Liat.ilities & Equity 
Liabilities 
Notes Pa•Jable 512.813 1.055.695 1.483.106 1.765.187 1 .996.479 21148.647 
Total Current Liab 512,813 1,055,695 1,483, 106 1, 765, 187 1,996,479 2, 148,647 
Long-term Debt 2,865,500 2,865,500 218651500 21865,500 2,8651500 2,865,500 
Total liabilities 3,378,313 3,921, 195 4,348,606 4,630,687 4,861,979 5,014, 147 
Stockholders' Equity 
Common Stock 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Additional Paid-in Capital 199,900 199,900 199,900 199,900 199,900 199,900 
Retained Earnings ( 12,466) (321251) (69,066) ( 1011550) (1351745) ( 1791567) 
Total Equity 187,534 167,749 130,934 98,450 64,255 20,433 
Total Uab11ities &. Equity 3,565,847 4,088,943 4,479,540 4,729, 137 4,926,233 5,034,580 
----------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
----------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------
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Bslence Sheet (continued) 
Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month 11 Month t 2 
Assets 
Cash 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
Accounts Receivable 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Investment in Real Estate 415861025 413951684 412831974 41 t 761470 41t481924 410391377 
Total Current Assets 4,591 ,025 4,400,684 4,288,974 4, t 81 ,470 4, t 53,924 4,044,377 
Property & Equipment 112,000 112,000 112,000 t t 2,000 112,000 112,000 
Mcumulated Depreciation 61533 71467 81400 91333 101267 111200 
Net P & E 105,467 104,533 103,600 102,667 101, 733 100,800 
Total Assets 4,696,492 4,505,217 4,392,574 4,284, 137 4,255,657 4, 145, 177 
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= 
Liabi1itie$ & Equity 
Liabilities 
Note.~ Pa•Jable 1 .737 .974 1 .501.787 1.3701011 1 .2331371 1.1671573 1.541 ,659 
Total Current Liab 1,737,974 1,501,787 1,370,011 1,233,371 1, 167,573 1,541,659 
long-term Debt 21739.977 216511372 21571.997 2,4921622 2,4401321 11892,694 
Total Uabilltles 4,477,951 4,153,159 3,942,008 3, 725,993 3,607,894 3,434,353 
Stockholders' Equity 
Common Stock 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Additional Paid-in Capital 199,900 199,900 199,900 199,900 199,900 199,900 
Retained Earnings 181541 152,058 2501567 3581144 447,763 St 0,824 
Total Equity 218,541 352,058 450,567 558, 144 647,763 710,824 
Total liabi1ities 8-, Equity 4,696,492 4,505,217 4,392,574 4,284, t 37 4,255,657 4, 145, 177 
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= 
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Balance Sheets for the Project 
Vear 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
Assets 
Cash 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 0 
Accounts i::~ecei va b 1 e 0 0 0 0 0 
Investment in Real Estate 4i039i377 3i5921091 21514i301 899~791 0 
Total Current Assets 4,044,377 3,597,091 2,519,301 904,791 0 
Property & Equipment 112,000 112,000 112,000 112,000 99,556 
Accumulated Depreciation 11.200 331600 561000 781400 991556 
Net P & E 100,800 78,400 56,000 33,600 0 
Total Assets 4, 145, 177 3,675,491 2,575,301 938,391 0 
--------- --------- --------- --------- ------------------ --------- ---------
Liabilities & Equity 
Li a bili ti es 
Notes Pa1Jable 1 .541 .659 f .543.026 492.357 2631353 0 
Total Current Uab 1,541,659 1,543,026 492,357 263,353 0 
Long-term Debt 1 892.694 745 141 263 353 0 0 
Totifl liabillties 3,434,353 2,288, 167 755,710 263,353 0 
Stockholders' E~uity 
Common Stock 100 100 100 100 100 
Add~tfonal Paid-in Capital 199,900 199,900 199,900 199,900 f 99,900 
Retained Earnings 510,824 1, 1871324 1,619,591 4751038 (200,000) 
Total Equity 710,824 1,387,324 l ,819,591 675,038 0 
Total Liabilities & Equity 4,145,177 3,675,491 2,575,301 938,391 0 
--------- --------- --------- ---------
---------
--------- --------- ---------
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Mc·nth 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 
tN~t lr..:vrtii> (12,466) (19,785) (36,815) (32,484) (34,195) (43,822) 
+Oepr~fatron 933 933 933 933 933 933 
(tnc)/Dec Current Assets (419,280) (504,030) (381,530) (250,530) (198,030) (109,280) 
-LTD Repayments 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-Cap;ta1 S~ndmg 82,000 20,000 10,000 0 0 0 
Est. OperaUng Cash Flo'\\' (512,813) (542,882) (427,411) (282,081) (231,292) (152,168) 
Cummulative Cash Flow (512,813) (1,055,695) (1,483,106) (1,765,187) (1,996,479) (2,148,647) 
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Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month 11 Month 12 Vear 1 
+Net lncvme 198,108 133,517 98,508 107,577 89,619 63,061 510,824 
+[iepree:iation 933 933 933 933 933 933 11,200 
(inc)iDec Current Ass€'ts 337,155 190,341 111,710 107 ,504 27,547 109,547 (978,877) 
-LTD Repa~ments 125,523 88,605 79,375 79,375 52,301 39,995 465,175 
-Capi~a 1 Spending 0 0 0 0 0 0 112,000 
E:::t. Oper:::tin9 Cash Flow 410,673 236,187 131,777 136,639 65,798 133,546 (1,034,028) 
Cummulative Cash FloW' (1,737,974) (1,501,787) (1,370,011) (1,233,371) (1,167,573) (1,034,028) (1,034,028) 
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Cash Flow foreoc:asts for the- Pro jec:t 
Year 1 Year2 Year3 Year 4 Year 5 Total Pro•ect 
+N.:t lncvrn.:- 510,824 676,501 432,266 1,040,977 499,043 3,159,611 
+Depreciation 11,200 22,400 22,400 22,400 21,156 99,556 
(lnc)iDec Current Assets (978,877) 447,286 1,077,790 1,614,510 904,791 3,065,500 
-!.. TD Repayments 465,175 507,631 1,147,554 481,788 263,353 2,865,500 
-Capit::i 1 Spending 112,000 0 0 0 (12,444) 99,556 
£:rt Operating Cazh Flow ( 1 ,034 ,028) 638,556 384,903 2,196,099 1,174,081 3,359,611 
Cumr.-1ulative C<ish Flow ( 1 ,034 ,028) (395,472) (10~569) 2,185,530 3,359,611 
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Financing Schedule 
Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 
Land Acquisition Note 
Beginning Balance 2,865,500 2,865,500 2,865,500 2,865,500 2,865,500 2,865,500 
Less Pr1 nc1 pal Payments 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ending Balance 2,865,500 2,865,500 2,865,500 2,865,500 2,865,500 2,865,500 
Development Loan 
Floating Line 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 
Beginning Balance 0 512,813 1,055,695 1,483, 106 1, 765, 187 1,996,479 
Amount to Borrow- 512,813 542,882 427 ,411 282,081 231,292 152, 168 
Payment tlgainst Une 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Funds Needed 512/313 1 :055,695 1:483:106 11765: 187 1 :9961479 2: 1481647 
Ending Floating Line Balance 512,813 1,055,695 1,483, 106 1,765,187 1,996,479 2, 146,647 
Special Loan 
Begi nni rig Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Addltfonal Borrowing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pal}ment against Note 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ending Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Interest (in arrears): 
land Acquisition Note 28,655 28,655 28,655 28,655 28,655 28,655 
Development loan 0 5, 128 10,557 14,831 17,652 19,965 
Special Loan 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Interest Incurred 28,655 33,783 39,212 43,486 46,307 48,620 
Less Capitalized Interest 28,655 28,655 28,655 28,655 28,655 28,655 
Pl us Interest Amortization 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Net Interest Expense 0 5, 126 10,557 t 4,63 t t 7,652 t 9,965 
Commitment fee 
Committed Line 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 
Amount BorroW"ed 512,813 1,055,695 1,483,106 1} 765, 187 1,996,479 2, 148,647 
Unused Principal 119871187 114441305 1:016:894 734,813 5031521 3511353 
Total Fee 2,484 1,805 1,271 919 629 439 
Cash Dividend Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Fi n~nci n9 Schedule (continued} 
Month 7 Month 8 Month 9 Month 10 Month 11 Month 12 
land Acqu1sftlon Note 
Beginning Balance 2,865,500 2,739,977 2,651,372 2,571,997 2,492,622 2,440,321 
less Principal Payments 1251523 881605 791375 791375 521301 39,995 
Ending Balance 2,T39,977 2,651 ,372 2,571,997 2,492,622 2,440,321 2,400,325 
Development Loan 
Floating Line 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 
Beginning Balance 2, 148,647 1, 737,974 1,501 ,787 1,370,011 1,233,371 1, 167,573 
A mount to Borrow 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Payment Against Line 410.673 2361187 1311777 1361639 651798 1331546 
Total Funds Needed 117371974 115011787 113701011 112331371 111671573 110341028 
Ending Floating Line Balance 1,737,974 1,501, 787 1,370,011 1,233,371 1, 16 7 ,573 1,034,028 
Special loan 
Beginning Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Additional Borro\:li ng 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Payment against Note 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ending Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
interest (in arrears): 
Land Acquisition Note 28,655 27,400 26,514 25,720 24,926 24,403 
Development Loan 2 t ,486 17,380 15,018 13,700 12,334 11,676 
Speci&1 LO;jfl 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total ! nterest Incurred 50I141 44,780 41,532 39,420 37,260 36,079 
Less Capitalized Interest 23,655 27,400 26,514 25,720 24,926 24,403 
Pl 1Js Interest Amortization 531435 371719 331790 331790 221265 17.026 
Net Interest Expense 74, 921 55,099 48,808 47,490 34,598 28, 702 
Commitment Fet: 
Committed Une 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 
Amount Borrowed 1,737,974 1,501,787 1,370,011 1,233,371 l, 167,573 1,034 .. 028 
Unused Principal 762.026 998i213 1I129i989 1 i2661629 1 i3321427 1 i4651972 
Total fee 953 1,248 1,412 1,583 1,666 1 ,832 
Cash Dividend Distri butfon 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Fi Mnci OIJ Schedule for the Project 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Vear 5 
Land Acquisition Note 
Beginning Balance 2,865,500 2,400,325 1,892,694 745, 141 263,353 
Less Principal Payment?. 4651175 5071631 1.1471554 4811788 2631353 
Enui rig fiaiance 2,400,325 1,892,694 745, 141 263,353 0 
Development l•)an 
fl oa ti ng Li ne 2,500,000 1,500,000 750,000 400,000 100,000 
Beginning Balance 0 1,034,028 395,472 10,569 0 
Amount to Borrow 2, 148,647 0 0 0 0 
Payment Against line 111141619 6381556 3841903 101569 0 
Total Funds Needed 1 034 028 395 472 10 569 0 0 
Ending Fioating Line Balance 1,034,028 395,472 10 ,569 0 0 
Special Loan 
Beginning Balance 0 0 0 0 0 
Addi ti o na I Bo r ro\oli ng 0 0 0 0 0 
Payment against Note 0 0 0 0 0 
Ending Balance 0 0 0 0 0 
interest (in arrears): 
Land Acquisition Note 329,548 288,039 227, 123 89,417 31,602 
Development loan 159,726 124,083 47,457 1,268 0 
Special Loan 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Interest Incurred 489,274 412,122 274,580 90,685 31,602 
Les~; Capitalized l nterest 329,548 288,039 227, 123 89,417 31,602 
Pl u~: I ntere~t Amortization 198,024 2161097 2341404 2051096 1121109 
Net I nteresl Expense 357,750 340,181 281,860 206,364 112, 109 
Commitment Fee 
Committed Line 2,500,000 1,500,000 750,000 400,000 100,000 
Amount Borrowed 1,417,223 395,472 10,569 0 0 
Unused Principal 110821777 111041528 7391431 4001000 1001000 
Total fee 16,242 16,568 11,091 6,000 1,500 
Cash Dividend Distribution 0 0 0 2, 185,530 1,174,081 
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USES FOR THE FINANCIAL MODEL 
One of the financial model's main objectives is to facilitate efficient, 
timely, and accurate information and analysis of the residential community 
development process. In this paper, such a financial model has been constructed, 
explained, and demonstrated. The model offers the ability to provide assistance 
in other areas of the development process, as well. 
The model, while helping to evaluate alternative strategies and assess 
f easibllity of proposed actions, also prov1des the beneftt of reduced uncertainty 
and the evaluation of risk. This gives the developer and other investors greater 
degrees of comfort in moving forward with a plan of action. 
The model provides the basis from which to evaluate performance. The 
contents of the model act as the budget or standard against which actual results 
are compared and monitored. The initial model will serve as the base case from 
which revised projections can be constructed. Subsequent years should be 
evaluated on a monthly basis as the time horizon progresses from year to year 
(e.g., at the beginning of year two, the annual projections for year two should be 
speclfied on a monthly basis, with subsequent years, at that point, expressed in 
annual terms). The model provides the format for this conversion. 
investors, both debt and equity, can use the projections in the model to 
,jet.ermine the value of their inyestments and the amount and timing of their 
returns. Bankers, for instance, can use the model (focusing on the financing 
sched•.1le) to evaluate exposure levels, adequacy of credit lines, the probability 
that a special (unplanned) loan will be triggered, and the timing of principal 
repayments. 
As cioes financial statement information and reporting, the model lends 
itself to ratio analysis. The calculation and interpretation of these ratios can 
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pro·.;1de additional information regarding the expectotions ond ossessment of the 
de\.'eJopment performance relatiYe to industry stondards end specific 
competition. 
And finally, one of the most important functions of the flnanciol model ts tts 
use in the overall business plon document. The model quont1ff es the actions 
e~pressed in the development plcn ond motches these actions with the 
assumptions provided by the developer, resulting fn o feasibility assessment of 
the proposo 1. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Thts research project attempts to penetrate the relatively unexplored 
territory bet ween the technically pro fl ci ent deve 1 op er and the speci a 1 i zed 
requirements of business/financial planning and management. Specifically, this 
paper promotes the importance of a written business plan document and its 
purpose and construction, with special emphasis on the development of the 
financial portion of the plan. 
Tl1e central focus of the paper revolves around the construction, explanation, 
and illustration of a financial model for use in the development of raw land into 
residential communities. Such a model of this magnitude and detail is presently 
not commercially available. Existing land development models are typically 
formulated in-house by the developer (andior hisiher consultant) and are project 
specific (i.e., constructed for a specific project only). 
Through the utilization of the financial model and its incorporation into a 
vvTitten business plan document, the land developer of residential communities 
can significantly ·oridge the existing gap between developer and businessman. 
Proper attention to the business plan, and specifically the financial model, will 
improve management control and reduce some of the risks and uncertainty 
associated with the development process, while attracting required investment 
support. 
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APPENDIX A 
C011MONL V USED REAL EST ATE TERMS 
absorption: The absorption refers to the amount of time that it will take to 
sell out a real estate development project (or section). 
amenities: Ancillary services or f acllHies available to owners, such 
as S"vvimming pools, saunas, golf courses, and tennis courts. 
opproisal: The establishment of the value of a specific property by 
systematic procedures tat include physical examination, pricing, and 
often engineering estimates, as of a specific date. 
appreciotton: The increase in the value of a property (asset) over time due 
to inflation and supply and demand factors. 
assessed value: Value placed on property by a governmental agency as a 
basis for taxation. 
assessments: Special and local impositions upon property in the 
immediate vicinity of an improvement intended to fund the 
1 mprovement. 
balloon poyment: The principal amount in excess of the regular 
amortization amount of a mortgage or long-term Joan which is paid off 
in a lump sum at the end of the term. 
carrying costs: Costs 1~curred by a developer, principally interest on 
construction loans, insurance, and property taxes, to carry the property 
in inventory. 
closing: The meeting of appropriate parties to adjust final sales figures, 
costs, taxes, and so forth to date, and to execute (sign) and deliver 
mortgage and property title transfer documents. 
cios1ng costs: Escrow costs to the buyer and seller, including their share 
of the escrow fee, prorates, and the cost of a title insurance policy. 
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codes: Regulations, ordinances, or statutory requirements of a 
governmental unit relating to development construction. They are 
adopted and administered for the protection of the public health, 
saf et!J, and welfare . 
... 
common areas: Land or improvements existing for the benefit of more than 
one set of tenants and property owners (e.g., shopping center parking 
lots and residential parks and playgrounds). 
common costs: Costs which benefit more than on portion of a neighborhood 
or more than one neighborhood ·in a development. Examples could 
include common areas, streets, and amenities. 
construction costs: Direct costs to develop raw land or buildings. 
construction loan: Financing arranged for the construction of real 
property. It is generally short-term in nature and usually repaid with 
the proceeds from permanent financing. 
convey: The act of deeding or transferring title to another. 
conveyence: Tt1e trnnsf er of tale. 
deed: A ·written document in \Vhich ownership of land is transferred form 
one person to another. 
development fund: Syndication formed for the sole purpose of developing 
real estate projects. 
development loan: A short-term loan, advanced before a construction loan. 
It is used by the developer to acquire land and to install basic utilities 
such as roads, sewers, and water supply systems. 
easement: A right or interest in the land of another which entitles the 
holder thereof to some use, priv11ege, or benefit. For example, the 
placement of pole lines, pipelines, and loans thereon, or the right to 
trnve 1 over the 1 and. 
escrow: A transaction in which a third party acts as the agent for seller 
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and buyer, or for borrower and lender, in carrying out the 1nstruct1ons 
of both and handling and disbursing the papers and funds. 
escrow fee: Fees charged by the escrow holder for fts serv1ces. 
fair value: The amount a wllllng seller would expect to receive and a 
'Nilling buyer would expect to pay for assets in a current sale other 
tt1an in a forced or 11quidat1on sale. 
frontage: The front boundary line of land facing a street or .. Nater. 
greenbe1t: The open space, generally landscaped, included within the 
common areas. 
highest and best use: That reasonable and probable use that will support 
the highest present value as of the effective date of the appra1sal. 
improved land: Land on which on-site and/or off-site work has been 
performed. 
land banking: A financing activity whereby a lending institution will 
purchase land and grant an option to the developer for future transfer. 
land Joan: A loan make to flnance the purchase of raw land. 
land planner: Among the responsibllities of the land planner are the 
determination of the appropriateness of the location within the larger 
community, the integration of the particular development and Hs 
facilitles with those of the larger community, and the mal,ing of 
recommendations for various development standards such as density, 
community serv'ice, functional design, and others that would lead to the 
desired end result and be environmentally sound. 
listing: An employment contract between a real estate broker and his 
client. 
market va1ue: The highest price, in monetary terms, which a property will 
bring in a competitive and open market under a11 conditions requisite to 
a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably, 
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and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. 
master plan: A comprehensive, long-term plan created by e governmental 
body for the physical development of its jurisdiction. 
NAHB: National Association of Home Builders. 
NAR: National Association of Realtors. 
off-site costs: Costs incurred for the improvements of raw land that ere 
other than the construction of buildings. Off-site improvements 
include curbs, gutters, side\·valks, streets, and greenbelts. 
on-site costs: Costs incurred for the actual construction of development end 
opernting property: Property ovmed or leased by a company, all or pert of 
which is producing revenue form sources for which acquisition end 
development were undertaken. 
option: A legal contract which permits, but does not require, one to buy, 
sell, or lease real property for e stipulated period of time in 
accordance with specified terms. A unilateral right to exercise a 
priviledge. 
percentage of completion method: A method of revenue and cost 
recognition used in connection with long-term construction and 
development contracts when it is possible to estimate reasonably the 
percentage of completion and the ultimate price and total costs. 
project cost: Total cost of the project, including professional 
compensation, land costs, furnishings and equipment, financing, and 
other charges, as well as the construction cost. 
prorates: Expenses prorated in escrow between buyer and seller based upon 
closing ate, such as property taxes and interest. 
raw land: Land on which no on-site or off-site improvements have been 
made. 
residential community developer: An entity or individuol engoged in the 
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development of residential land for volume sales to builders and/or 
individuals on a lot basis. 
restriction: In relation to real property, the buyer is limited or prohibited 
from using the property for certain purposes. Restriction is generally 
set forth in the deed and identified in the sales contract and zoning 
ordinances. 
retail lot sales: The sale of lots to the ultimate owners on a volume 
basis, in contrast to the sale Df an individual lot to an intermediate 
owner such as a bui 1 der. 
right of way: An easement upon land, whereby the owner gives to another, 
by grant or by agreement, the right to pass over hfs land or to use a 
specific part of his land, or the right to construct through and over his 
land such things as telephone, telegraph, or utility lines. 
sales commission: The fee paid to the salesman or broJrnr arranging for 
the sale of the property. It is generally a percentage of the selling 
price. 
sales contract: An agreement between buyer and seller as to the terms of 
the sale. 
sales costs: Costs incurred for the promotion and sale of the entire 
project. 
sel1ing expense: E>:penses relating to the costs incurred in the sale of a 
particular property. 
starts: Units begun under construction, used as a statistical indicator in 
evaluating the real estate market. 
subcontractor: A person or company performing contractual work for a 
developer who may or may not have a contact with the ultimate buyer. 
He is a person who performs some phase of worJc on a project. 
subdivision: Improved or unimproved land usually divided into five or more 
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parcels for the purpose of sale, lease, or financing, whether immediate 
or future. 
survey: A map or plot containing a statement of courses, distances, and 
quantities of land. 
tenant contributions: All costs that are the responsibility of the tenants 
(e.g., common area maintenance and snow remova 1 ). 
tentative map: A tentative map of the tract submitted by the residential 
communit!,l developer to the local planning commission or similar 
agency for study and approval. 
title: Title can be held in individual ownership, tenancy in common, ·joint 
tenancy, trust, real estate trust, joint venture, co-partnership, or 
corporal ion. 
title search: An examination of public records, laws, and court decisions, 
to disclose the current facts regarding ownership of real estate. 
tract mop: Map showing the physical boundaries of lots and tracts under 
development. 
wet development: A land development where there are substantial 
improvements or commitments therefor. 
zoning: An act of city or county authorities specifying the type of use to 
which property may be put in speclfic years. 
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APPENDIX B 
USEFUL (but inexpensive) SOURCES OF MARKET DATA 
The developer conducting all or portions of his own research can draw on 
numerous free or low-cost sources to answer the economic and demographic 
questions required for a thorough market analysis. These sources include: 
•U.S. Census 
• Local chamber of commerce 
• State end local economic development agencies 
• Local utilities 
• Title companies 
• Local uni\1ersities (unpub1ished studies es \Nell as published reports) 
• Moving companies 
• Furniture stores 
• Board of education 
• Telephone company 
• State or U. S. Department of Labor or Employment Services 
• Local news clippings and real estate sections 
• Local legal newspapers and transcripts 
• Loca 1 bank reports 
:.ourct>. C-fation<i1 Assoi::iation of Home Builders. i..and De·v·elopment. 'vla:s:hington, D.C.: NAHB. i 987. 22. 
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Exhibit I 
x x x x x 
x x x 
x 
x 
x x x x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x x x 
Dependent/Secondary spreadsheets utilize information drawn directly from the Independent/Primary 
spreadsheets 
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~onceptual land use plan. 
Hor~1r.r 
~:1,,;!!N{P,f. 
E'xh1 bit 11 
TRACK MAP 
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t:Ye> IXY~~ 
F«r..P~ 
(.'CR.N ::>IH2 ca«t~) 
Exhibit 111 
Acreage Oistri bution 
Phase I I Phase 2 I ... l..__P_h_as_e_n___.._P_~_: .... ;:_~_t__. 
Total Gro33 Acreage ------------ - - - - -> 
Less Watervags ------------ - - - - -> 
% Land per Phase 0% 
Total Land 0 0 0 0 
~ Roads and Open Space 0% 
Het Acres Availab1e 0 0 0 0 
Less Amenities 0 
less Com me rc'ia I 0 
Residential Acreage Available 0 0 0 0 
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SecUGn 1 
- Unit A 
- Unit B 
- Unit n 
Total Section 1 Acreage 
Section 2 
- Unlt A 
- Unit B 
- Unit n 
Total Section 2 Acreage 
Section n 
- Unit A 
- Unit B 
- Unit n 
Total Seetion n Acreage 
Total Acreage 
f.veraJic Unit Sizes 
- Unit A 
- Unit B 
! -~~i~: n 
l 
Product Mix Summar_y_ 
- Unit A 
- Unit B 
j - Unit n 
i 
I 
I 
l 
E.xhi bit IV 
Product Offering by Pha3e 
Phase I I Phase 2 I ......... 1 _P_ha_s_e_n__.__P~_:_..~8_e~_t__, 
ol ol 
o I ol 
01 01 
ol ol 
Acrea_g_e 
l To~al J l Um ts 
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0 
0 
0 
[ 
Total 
Acres 
ol 
ol 
01 
ol 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
ol 
0 
0 
0 
o I 
0 
0 
0 
o I 
cl 
Exhibit v 
Absorption by Period 
I Month 1 I Month 21 ... I Month n I Veer 1 Veer 2 I ... I Vear n ITotel Project! 
Section 1 
- Unit A 0 0 
- Unit B 0 0 
- Unit n 0 0 
Total Sales Section 1 o I 01 01 o I o I o I ol 
Section 2 
- Unit A 0 0 
- Unit B 0 0 
- llnit n 0 0 
Total Sales Section 2 01 o I 01 ol oj ol ol 
........ 
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. ... .. 
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. 
Section n 
- Unlt A 0 0 
- Unit B 0 0 
- Unit n 0 0 
Total Sales Section n o I ol o I 01 01 o I o I 
Total Acreage Sold 01 ol 01 o I ol ol ol 
Aver~e Unit Sizes Acreqe 
- Unit A 
- Unit B 
- Unit n 
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Exhibit VI 
Development Costs - Example 
Line Item Breakdown 
lPreacgufaitlon Costs 
Options 
fees 
Professional Services 
!Acquisition Costs 
Raw land P1;ce 
Sales Commissions 
Legal fees 
Appraisals 
Closing Costs 
Interest & f i nanci no fees 
IL&nd Planning and Design! 
Bonds 
Fees 
Permits 
I Engineering 
Civil E ngi nee ri ng 
Soil T estl ng 
Traffic Ena1neeri na 
!Earthvort 
fill Dirt 
Clearing of Lot 
Rock Removal 
Erosion Control 
Dust Control 
!Utilities . 
Sewer Line 
Storm Sewer 
Water Line 
Gas lines 
Electric Lines 
Telephone Lines 
Cable TV Lines 
!streets and Wal ts 
Curb and Gutter 
Walkways 
Paving 
Street Ughts 
lsignage 
Temporary 
Permanent 
!Landscaping 
Sod or Seed 
Shrubs 
Trees 
Mulch 
other ~terials 
other Labor 
!Amenities 
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Pool /Recreation Center 
Tennis Courts 
Playgrounds 
Golf Course/Clubhouse 
Bike Paths 
Park/Picnic Area 
Preai::q•Jisition Costs 
Acquisition Costs 
Land Plenni ng and Design 
Engi rieeri ng 
forthwcrk 
iJhl1ties 
Streets and V1aH~s 
L&M$capi ng 
Amenities 
Total Development Costs 
Exhibit VII 
Development Costs by Category 
I Month 1 I Month 2 I ... I Month n I Year 1 I Year 2 I ... I._ _Y_ea_r_n_.._l T_o_ta_l _P_ro...._je_ct ...... I 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
less Unallocated Amenitles (Est.) 0 
Net Allocated Development Costs 0 
Summary of Allocated Development Costs: 
Dev. Costs 
Phase t 0 
Phase 2 0 
Phase n 0 
0 
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Ex hi bit VI II 
Product Pricing 
Price per 
Products Unit 
Section t 
- Unit A Products $ 
- IJ nit B Products $ 
- Unit n Products $ 
Section 2 
- Unit A Products $ 
- Unit B Products $ 
- !Jnit n Products $ 
........ 
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. ... 
.. .. .. .. 
... ... .. .. 
Section n 
- Unit A Products $ 
- Unit B Products $ 
- Unit n Products $ 
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Exhibit IX 
Marketing s~·Administrative Expenses 
I Month 1 I Month 2 I ... I Month n I Vear 1 
Marketing Expenses 
Commissions 0 0 0 
Promotion 
Total Marketing Exp. 0 0 0 
Administrative Expenses 
Development Management 
Executive Management 
General Adrni nistrative 
Total Adrnin. Exp. 0 0 0 
Product T __D_e 
- Unit A Products 
- Unit B Products 
- Unit n Products 
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Year 2 1 ... 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
S Rate of 
Commission 
0.1)3 
0.03 
0.03 
Yearn !Total Project! 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
jModel Options I 
Land Acquisition Note {beginning balance) 
Commitment Fee on Line of Credit 
Estimated Unallocated Amenity Costs 
Income Tax Rate 
l nterest Rates: 
Land Acquisition Note 
Committed Credit Line 
Unplanned Special loan 
Committed Lin~ Amount 
Ca:3h Balances 
Month 1 
Month 2 
Month n 
Vear 2 
Year 3 
'/e(Jr n 
Beainnina 
Capltal 
SQ_endi!N_ 
Accounts Receivable as % of Sales 
Vear 1 / 
Month 12 
Taraet 
Sales of 
Assets 
. 0 
Exhibit X 
General Tem~·late 
Vear 2 
Ending 
Net Capital 
S_g_endi~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Par Value 
Shares 
Issued 
Issue Price 
Vear n 
ProductT~e 
- Unit A 
- Unit B 
.... 
.. .. 
- Unit n 
Common 
Stock 
% Rate of 
Commfasion 
Exhibit XI 
Development Costs by Location 
I Month l I Month 2 I ... j Month n I Vear t I Vear 2 1 ... 1 Vear n !Total Project! 
Section 1 
- Unit A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 1 01 01 ol 01 01 01 01 
Section 2 
- Unit A 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 
- Unit B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section 2 o I o I ol ol 01 01 01 
........ 
.. .. ... .. 
.. .. .. .. 
4 ••••••• 
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. ... ... 
Section n 
- UnHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Section n 01 01 o I 01 01 01 01 
Totcil Dev Co.st5 01 ol ol 01 01 01 o I 
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Exhibit XII 
Revenue Schedule by Period 
I Month 1 I Month 2 I ... I Month n I Year 1 I Year 2 1 ... 1 Year n ITotal Project 
Section I 
- Unit A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 1 01 01 01 ol 01 01 o I 
Section 2 
- Unit A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Sales Section 2 o I 01 01 ol 01 01 ol 
.. .. . . . . 
.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. . . 
.. .. .. .. 
.. ... ... .. 
.. .. .. .. 
Section n 
- Unit A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- Unit n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 58le3 Section n o I 01 01 ol 01 01 01 
Total Revenues o I 01 01 01 o I ol 01 
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Exhibit XIII 
Income Statement 
I Month 1 I Month 2 I ... I Month n I Vear t I Vear 2 j ... j \'earn jfota1 Protect! 
Revenues 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cost of Sales 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gross Margin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Marketing Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Administrative Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
other Income/( Deductions) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Earnings Before 
Interest and Taxes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Interest Expense 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Profit Before Taxes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lnc:Qme Taxes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Net lncome/(Loss) 01 o I 01 ol ol o I o I 
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Exhibit XIV 
Balance Sheet 
Month 1 I ... I Vear 1 Vear 2 1 ... 1 Vear n 
Assets 
Cash 0 0 0 0 
Accounts Recei\1able 0 0 0 0 
Investment in Real Estate 0 0 0 0 
Total Current Assets 0 0 0 0 
Property & Equipment 0 0 0 0 
Accumulated Depreciation 0 0 0 0 
Net P & E 0 0 0 0 
Tota 1 Assets 0 0 0 0 
========= ========= --------- ---------
---------
Liabilities & Equity 
Liabilities 
Notes Pa1:1able 0 0 0 0 
Total Current Uab 0 0 0 0 
Long-term Debt 0 0 0 0 
Total Liabilities 0 0 0 0 
Stockholders· Equity 
Common Stock 0 0 0 0 
Additional Paid-in Capital 0 0 0 0 
Retained Earni rigs 0 0 0 0 
Total Equity 0 0 0 0 
Total Liabillties t, Equity 0 0 0 0 
--------- --------- --------- ---------
--------- ---------
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Exhibit XV 
Cash Flow Forecast 
Month 1 Month 2 1 ... 1 Month n Year 1 Year 2 1 ... 1 Yearn I Total Project I 
~N~ t lncom~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~Depreciation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:tnc)/Dec Current Assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-LTD Repayments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
·Capita 1 Spending 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:st. Operating Cash Flow 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
:ummulafrve Cash Flow 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Exhibit XVI 
Financing Schedule 
Month 1 Month 2 I ... I Month n Vear 1 Vear 2 1 ... 1 Vear n 
Land Acquislhon Note 
Beginning Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Less Principal Payments 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Endi og Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Development Loan 
floating Line 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Beginning Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Amo1Jnt to Borrow 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Payment Against Line 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Funds Needed 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C:ndi ng floati nQ Li rre Bai a nee 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Special Loan 
Beginning Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Additional BorrO':li ng 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Payment against Note 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ending Balance 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Interest (in arrears): 
Land Acqufaition Note 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Development Loan 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Special loan 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Interest Incurred 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Less Capitalized Interest 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pl us Interest Amortization 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Net Interest Expense 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cummmment fee 
Committed Line 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Amount Borrowed 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Unused Principal 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Fee 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cash Dividend Oi~tri bution 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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